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Introduction 
In the natural sciences, the majority of the data are measured on a 
cardinal scale. Such a cardinal level of measurement presupposes that 
the variables are quantified at either a ratio scale or an interval 
scale. But in many research problemss like psychology, geography, spatial 
science, and biology it is not permitted to draw quantitative inferences 
about variables, if the data are only available at a qualitative level or 
if the known data have a limited accuracy . 
Generally the known data can be measured on a nominal, ordinal, interval 
or ratio scale. 
nominal scale : the variables and concpets can be distinguished only 
by their name or attribute; for example, the presence 
or absence of unemployment in an area. In order to 
classify such variables, numbers as well as other 
symbols can be used. 
ordinal scale : the values of a variable can be ranked ; so that it is 
known, whether an observation has a higher or lower 
value than another one. An example is the beauty of 
landscape with numbers 1, 2, 3 corresponding to re-
spectively 'worse, normal, good' . 
interval scale: choice of the origin and interval influences the values 
of all other observations. Some standardized statis-
tical observations are measured on an interval scale. 
ratio scale: there is an unique zero-point and unit of measurement. 
An example is the national income in some year. 
This paper gives a survey on log-linear analysis. The first part of the 
paper is especially devoted to an exposition of log-linear data transfor-
mations and log-linear analyses in an explanatory model. 
The data transformations will deal primarily with the logit and log-log 
transformations. Special attention will be given to the relation between 
the data transformations and their underlying probability density functions. 
From this follows that these data transformations presuppose that the data 
agree with the corresponding statistical distribution functions. These 
analyses will be illustrated by an application to Dutch COROP data of socio-
economic, environmental and infrastructural variables. 
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The following section is focussed on explanatory analyses for categorical 
data, like frequencies which belong to the restrict'ed range [0,100], as re-
sponse variables. Logit and complementary log-log data transformations are 
given so that the response variables also belong to the unrestricted range 
of possible values. These analyses are also illustrated by some empirical 
results. 
The final section and vast part of this paper will pay attention to the analy-
sis of contmgency tables and their corresponding log linear models. 
This type of analysis is able to deal with non cardinal data, especially no-
minal and ordinal data. When some statistical hypotheses about the data in 
contingency tables have been tested, the corresponding log linear models with 
their characteristics will be developed and their parameters be estimated. 
Finally the analysis of contingency tables is related to the theory of infor-
mation measures. These analyses will also be illustrated with Dutch COROP 
data, especially the relations between different variables by means of the 
number of concordant and discordant points. 
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The Logi t and Complementary Log- log A n a l y s i s 
Let x be a stochastic variable from a logis t ic probability density 
function, i . e . , 
f(x) -
,x-a . 
exp (-jj—) 
3t1+exp (^-)] 
- co < X < oo 
- oo < ot < oo 
3 > 0 
(1) 
This is the general form of the logistic density function with location 
parameter a and scale parameter 3 (see also Patel, 1976 where some 
characteristics of this density function are represented). Another name 
2 . . 
is the Sech density function; see for example Maddala, 1977. The distri-
bution function in some point x becomes : 
F(x) = P (x < x) = 
= ƒ 
,X-OL 
x exp (-jj-) 
3t1+exp (A-2)]' 
dA 
A-a. 
exp (-g-) 
1+exp (-y) 
x 
—oo 
exp (-y) 
1+exp (-y-) 
-oo < X < oo (2) 
Consider now a sample with N independent elements, relating the occurrence 
of some event A , for example the purchase of a car, to its complement of 
non-occurrence A . The likelihood function with the distribution function 
is equal to : 
N 
L
 "lul 
x.-CX 
exp (-^ jj-) 
[i+exp (-\-n 
N 1  
xT=ÖT 
[ 1+exp (- ^—)] 
(3) 
and the log likelihood becomes : 
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N x.-a 
log L = - I log [ 1+exp (- - V - ) 1 
i=l • p 
1) N x.-a 
« I - \ - (4) 
i=l P 
When this approximated log likelihood function is maximized with respect 
to the parameter 3 , we get 
. .. . N x.-a 
t l°ëL « -ï-S- • (5) 
5 3
 i=i 3 
In the following, the scale parameter 3 is assumed to be equal to 1. 
When (5) is assumed to be zero (i.e., maximization of the log likelihood 
with respect to the parameter 3 ) an approximation of CX can be repre-
sented by 
1 N 
«
 =
 Ni=l Xi (6) 
When a is assumed to be zero in formula (4), with scale parameter equal 
to unity, the log likelihood can be approximated by 
N 
log L » .X, x. (7) 
° i=l ï 
By means of (6) and (7) , x. can be interpreted in two ways : 
on the one hand, the element x. represents the weighted contribution 
to the location parameter a . 
- next to it, formula (7) says that x. represents the contribution 
to the log likelihood function when ot is assumed to be equal to zero. 
When the location parameter a is equal to zero and the scale parameter is 
equal to unity, the distribution function F in formula (2) can be rewritten 
by means of the following log-linear transformation (see also McCullagh, 1980; 
Pindijck, 1976; Theil, 1970, 1979) : 
x. = X=log 0^) 2) = log (-4^-) (8) 
x.-a 
1) This approximation holds if —p— « 0 Vi 
2) The natural logarithm is represented by log. 
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(8) is a log-linear transformation of the probability p of the occur-
rence of some event and indirectly a log-linear transformation of the data, 
and will be called the logit transformation. The probabilities p belong 
to the interval [0,1], and the logit elements vary from -«> to °° . 
The following limit values are simply to varify : 
lim p = 1 
A -» oo 
and lim p = 0 
X -* -°o 
(9) 
With extreme values of p (i.e., close to 0 or 1), the corresponding 
logit elements become infinitely large in absolute value. On the other hand, 
changes in the logit values have much smaller effects on values of p close 
to 0 or 1 , than on intermediate values of p . 
Another characteristic of the logit transformation is the negative symmetry 
around p = | , which follows from 
log ("f^ ) = " ^ g ( ^ (10) 
By differentiation of (8) one obtains 
d X 
dp 
1 
P(l-P) (11) 
So the relat ion between small changes in X and p is approximately 
A X « 1 
P(l-P) Ap (12) 
Which means that if p has the value | , A X is approximately 4Ap ; 
for p close to zero we have A X » A p/p , and for p near 1, A X R* Ap/(l-p) 
From the above follows, the logit transformation makes use of the Standard 
logistic probability density function from the observations, with a and 3 
equal to zero and one respectively. A graphical representation is given in 
figure 1. 
Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the Standard logistic density 
function. 
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In the above the observations are assumed to follow the logistic prob-
ability density function. Consider now a stochastic variable x from a 
Weibull probability density function, i.e., 
f(x) = -g exp U ^ p ) ~ exp (^ ïp)f , -oo <
 x < oo (13) 
3 > o 
This density function will be called also the extreme-value density func-
tion (see for example Patel, 1976). lts distribution function in some point 
A becomes (see also McCullagh, 1980; McFadden, 1974) in the Standard case 
when a = 0 and 3 = 1 ' 
p = F(A) = exp (- exp (A) ) , - oo < A < oo (14) 
Although it has not been investigated, an analogous interpretation to the 
relation between the stochastic variable x and the likelihood function 
as above is conjectured with this distribution function. 
The distribution function (14) can be rewritten with A expressed in terms 
of p in the same way as (2) and (8) : 
A = log (-log (p) ) , -oo < A < oo (15) 
The limit values from formula (15) are : 
,lim p = 0 , and ,lim p = 1 (16) 
A -* oo r ' A-*-oo r 
(15) is called the log-log transformation which is monotone decreasing in 
stead of monotone increasing like the logit function. To get a transfor-
mation which has equal limit values (9) and (16) one normally chooses the 
complementary log-log transformation determined by 
A = log (-log (1-p) ) (17) 
The relation between changes in A and p here is : 
d X _ 1
 n p x 
d p (p-1) log(l-p) ' U ö ; 
and : 
AA « T—,, - ' ,. r- A p (19) 
(p-1) log(l-p) 
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The log-log transformation makes use of the Standard Weibull probability 
density function from the observations, with ot and 3 equal to zero 
and one respectively. 
The complementary log-log transformation appears to have always lower 
values than the logit transformation , i.e., 
log (-log (1-p) ) < log (y^) V p £ (0,1) (20) 
Table 1 gives the logit and complementary log-log transformation elements 
for some empirical fractions, and a graphical representation is given in 
figure 2 . 
p 0.02 0.05 0.075 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.95 0.99 
logit -3.89-2.94-2.51 -2.20-1.39-0.85-0.41 0.00 0.41 0.85 1.39 2.20 2.94 4.60 
log-log-3.90 -2.97 -2.55 -2.25 -1.50 -1.03 -0.67 -0.37 -0.09 0.19 0.48 0.83 1.10 1.53 
Table 1. Logit and complemtentary log-log transformations. 
Figure 2. Graphical representation of the logit and complementary 
log-log transformation. 
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The logit and complementary log-log transformation have been used many 
times in empirical studies (see for example, McCullaeh, 1980 ; Schmidt, 
1975a, 1975b), We have seen in the above that these transformations make 
use of the logistic and Weibull probability density function of the data, 
respectively. 
Suppose we have a data matrix N , with elements (n..), i=l,...,I ; 
j=l,...,J . The elements n.. are measured at the categorical level, where 
J is the number of categories (or variables ) and I is the number of ob-
servations on each variable. When for example the observations i corres-
pond to the division into I regional areas, every observation will be 
characterized by means of the J categories. 
N = 
11 
'Il 
'12 
n21 n22 
n 12 
IJ 
'2J 
IJ 
(21) 
\J 
The column totals of the matrix N are given by n , n , . . . , n ; 
• 1 • ^  • J 
they represent the marginal total of a variable across all observations, i.e. 
n . = .E, n. . 
•J i=l ij , j — 1, ...,J 
(22) 
The log linear elements (8) and (17) are determined by the observed relative 
frequencies f.. , i.e., 
ij 
n. . 
f.. = -iJ-
ij n_. 1 — J j . . . j l \ J 1 , « . . j J (23) 
This means (f..)._. give the distribution of the j-th category across all ob-
servations. The observed logit and complementary log-log transformations, 
determined by the theoretical log-linear models (8) and (17) are respectively, 
f. . 
X. . = log (• J ) 
ij 6 1-f.. 
ij 
(24) 
and 
X\- = log (-log (1-fij) ) (25) 
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By making use of (24), f •= i is equivalent to X.. = 0, and when 
, ij .1J . . 
f. . > é , then X.. > 0 because of the monotone mcreasmg function. 
ij iJ 
This means there is a direct relationship between the relative magnitude 
of frequencies and the corresponding log-linear elements X.. and this 
holds in the same way for formula (25) : 
X. . > X. . «-» f. . > f, . V j = 1, ..., J (26) 
ij kj ij kj 
(26) holds for all pairs of observations (i,k), where i,k = 1,...,I . 
The logit-transformation, as well as the complementary log-log transfor-
mation, can be interpreted as a dominance factor. High valued frequencies 
f., are directly related to high values of the log-linear elements. 
The frequencies f., are restricted by definition to the range [0,1] while 
the log-linear elements belong to the unrestricted range of -«> to » . 
For every observation i a generalized empirical logit transformation 
called Z. , can be computed as follows (see also McCullagh, 1980) : 
Z. = .1, X.. , i=l,...,I (27) 
i j = l ij 
In this case, Z. is the unweighted sum of the logit elements which corres-
pond to the i-th observation. Z. can be interpreted as a measure which 
1
 J 
represents the information following from the observations (n..)._, and its 
values belong to the unrestricted range (-» ,«>). When X.. is derived from 
the complementary log-log transformation, Z. is called a generalized comple-
mentary log-log transformation. 
From the above follows Z. represents the location of observation i . 
By means of formulae (6) and (7), the parameter Z. can be interpreted in 
two ways, if it is determined by the logit transformation : 
1. Z. is proportional to the location parameter a when the log likelihood 
function is maximized with respect to the parameter 3 • 
2. Z. can be approximated by the log likelihood function when the location 
parameter is assumed to be zero. 
Now a variable A., , which represents the observational discrepancy between 
observations i and k may be constructed. This will be based for every 
pair of observations i and k (both elements from the set {1,...,I}), on 
the differences of the observed variables : 
A., = Z. - Z. (28) 
ik i k 
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In the same way as Z. , A., can be interpreted as the difference between 
J. IK. 
the corresponding log-likelihood elements when the location parameter is 
assumed to be zero. The characteristics of A. are analyzed below, 
and the proofs follow simply by substitutions : 
1. When f.. > f, . Vj , then A. . - A, . > 0 Vj , and A M > 0 . 
ij kj • J ij kj J ik 
In that case the sum of fractions with observation i is larger than 
the one with observation k . 
2. A., = - A, . . Due to this, A., can be interpreted as a measure of dis-
ik ki ik r 
crepancy. A., is defined by comparing observation i and k , while 
for A, . the opposite occurs . 
3. For each observation i and m , 
A. - A., = A . - A (29) 
ik il mk ml 
This follows immediately from (28). When observations k and 1 are 
compared, this may be done also indirectly by any chosen observation i. 
Aik If -r = c , for all observations i, k, and 1 , with c a real 
il 
number independent from i, k, 1., i.e., if the discrepancy variables 
are restricted such that A. = c A... , the following relationship be-
tween the log-linear elements can be defined : 
Aik 
_ c «•* (1-c) ? A.. - z A. . = -c Ï L . Ail j U j kj j Ij 
which implies : 
I \ (1-c) A.. - A, . + c A1 .\ = 0 , j l iJ kj l j j 
and : 
(1-c) I L . - U , . + c U , . = 0 j !J j kJ J !J 
This i s equivalent to : 
J J J 
. 1 , A, . = c .X, A,. + (1-c) . 1 , A.. , c e R (30) 
j = l k j j = l I j j = l i j 
This is the convexity property of the generalized empirical log linear 
transformations. From (30) follows the relationship between the corres-
ponding empirical fractions : 
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J f, • J f •,. J f. • 
.Ij log (-pf-) = (l-c) Ij log (-pi-L) + c Ij log (-p^ J-) 
J
 kj J Ij J ij 
which implies : 
j f,. j f., c f l-c 
kj ij Ij 
This means a linear relationship between the loeit elements X.. , X, . and 
ij kj 
X1. for all variables j , j=l,...,J , exists when the corresponding 
empirical frequencies are multiplicatively related. 
A log-linear Analysis of Dutch Interregional Discrepancies 
In practical situations log linear transformations like logit and log-log 
are used many times (see also Cox, 1970; Everitt, 1977). These transforma-
tions suppose the observations are distributed either as a logistic or as 
Weibull probability density functions. 
The methods presented in the preceding section will be applied to Dutch 
regional data. These data have been collected for 40 C0R0P regions and 
13 variables. This means each observation i will be characterized by these 
13 category elements. These 13 variables can be interpreted as a profile of 
every observation. The profile elements which have been collected, consist 
of socio-economic, environmental and infrastructural variables, which are : 
- The_Ë__i2~Ë£2!ï2ÏÏJi£_¥__i_2l££: 
1. fiscal income per capita 
2. unemployment rate 
3. wealth per capita 
4. index of cost of living. 
The_environmental_variabl.es : 
5. population density 
6. size of natural environment as percentage of total regional area 
7. index of industrialization related to regional data 
8. index of the emission of pollutants related to regional data. 
The__nfrastructural_variables_ 
9. density of transport network 
10. index of cultural centres and accommodations per capita 
1) The CBS has subdivided the Netherlands in ca-operation with the Goor-
nating Commission Research Programme (C0R0P) into 40 areas. 
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11. index of the number of schools of various types per capita 
12. distance to the centre of the Netherlands 
13. index of the various medical services per capita. 
For a precise definition of the variables as well as the sources of the 
data, we refer to Van Veenendaal, Regionale Welvaart in Nederland (mimeo-
graphed), Department of Economics, Free University, Amsterdam, 1981. 
The matrix with profile categories is represented in the following table. 
Theresults are standardized with maximum 100. It should be noted that the 
smallest observed values of variables 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 12 are represented 
by the maximum value 100. 
This means for example that the variables are standardized in such a way that 
the area with the smallest rate of unemployment has the maximum value for 
variable 2. In the same way the peripherical areas have small values for 
variable 12, because they are relatively far away from the centre of the 
Netherlands. Next to it, the COROP areas with relatively low population 
densities are represented with high values of variable 5 ; and so the periph-
eral areas have high values with this variable. All observations are related 
in an interval scale to the maximum value of some profile element. This means 
the standardization procedure does not effect the empirical fractions, which 
are defined by formula (22) in the previous section. 
Every observation corresponds to a particular COROP-area indicated in figure 
2. 
From table 1 can be concluded that fiscal income per capita (i.e., variable 1), 
is highest in area 26 (agglomeration of The Hague) and lowest in area 5 
(south-western part of Friesland). Area 40 has rather strange characteristics 
of its own, because it is a recently cultivated part of the country. It is 
shown to have the lowest population density, the smallest index of industrial-
ization and emission of pollutants both in relation to regional area. 
Variable 6 has its highest score in area 13 (Veluwe) because of the large size 
of natural environment of this area. 
By means of formulae (22) - (24) the logit and complementary log-log elements 
with I = 40 and J = 13 can be determined from table 1. The logit elements 
are given in table 2 and the complementary log-log elements are represented 
in table 3 . 
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1. Oost Groningen 
2 Dell/i|l e o. 
3. Overig Groningen 
4. Noord Friesland 
5. Zuidwest Friesland 
6 Zuidoost-Friesland 
7 Noord Drenthe 
8 Zuidoost Drenthe 
9. Zuidwest Drenthe 
10. Noord Overijssel 
11. Zuidwest-Overijssel 
1? Twnnte 
13 Velwwe 
14. Achterhoek 
15. Arnhem/Nijmegen 
16. Zuidwest Gelderland 
17 Utrecht 
18 Kop van N Holland 
19 Alkmaar e.o 
20 Umond 
21 Aggl Haarlem 
22 Zaanstreek 
23. Groot Amsterdam 
24 Gooi R I I Vechtstreek 
25. Aggl 1 eiden 
26 Aggl 's Gravenhage 
27 Delt-l en Westland 
28 OosMijk. Z Holland 
29. Groot Rijnmond 
30 Zuidoost Z Holland 
31. Zeeuws Vlaanderen 
32 Overig Zeeland 
33 W H S I N- Brabant 
34. Midden N Brabant 
35 Noordoost N Brabant 
GZ? ') 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Zuidoost N-Brabant 
"Noord Limburg 
Midden Limburg 
Zuid Limburg 
Zuideli|ke IJsselmeerpolders 
Fig. Location of 40 regions in the Netherlands. 
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Table 1. The m a t r i x w i t h COROP-profile e l e m e n t s . 
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Table 2. Logit transformations for the profile elements of 
areas. 
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Suppose variable 6 has a logistic probability density function and this 
means the corresponding logit element can be interpreted as the contribu-
tions to the estimation of the location parameter a . 
When all other variables are also distributed with the same probability 
density function the location of the i-th area can be represented by the sum 
of all logit elements, i.e., I X. 
3 ij 
The characteristic of table 2 is the fact that the elements are unrestricted. 
The fractions f., which are restricted to the domain [0,1] are transformed 
to the log linear elements (23) - (24), with an unrestricted range. 
It can be seen that the logit transformations are larger than the comp'lemen-
tary log-log transformations for all empirical fractions f.. , i = 1,...,40 ; 
j = !,...,!3. This is in agreement with formula (19) and figure (2). 
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Table 3. Complementary log-log transformations for the profile elements 
of COROP areas. 
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To condense the information from the above given tables into one single 
index, formula (26) has been computed, where the log linear elements are 
determined by the empirical fractions. The i-th element represents the 
information for area i which follows from table 1. By means of these 
elements a rank order between the COROP areas can be made from low to high. 
The highest value of Z. , i=l,...,40 is the area which has relatively 
high frequencies of the profile elements, to be determined by (22). 
It has to be noted that the values of log-linear elements depend on the 
choice of variables. In this case for example, high population densities 
correspond to low standardized values while the maximum value of the fiscal 
income per capita (variable 1) corresponds to value 100. 
Table 4a and b give the generalized empirical logit and complementary log-
log elements, to be defined by (26), respectively: 
n 9 10 
1 : - 5 3 . C 8 6 - 5 4 . H 2 8 - 5 3 . 1 9 2 - 5 9 . 1 1 3 - 4 8 . 9 1 ? - 4 9 . 2 6 6 - 4 9 . 7 6 9 - 5 1 . 4 + 9 - 4 8 . 4 8 9 - 4 9 . 6 R 3 
? : -5Q.4 ' - , r - 5 ' ' . ".45 - 4 8 . 4 0 7 - " 5 0 . 2 1 8 - 5 1 . 0 3 0 - 5 1 . 6 3 9 - 4 7 . 3 9 9 - 4 9 . 9 8 4 - 4 7 . 5 5 3 - 5 0 . 465 
3 : - 4 7 . 2 7 4 —i?.9f>? - 5 1 . ' 1 9 - 4 7 . 6 9 8 - 5 0 . 3 7 4 - T f i 4 5 4 7 - 5 3 . 1 0 9 - 5 1 . 0 6 7 - 5 1 . 6 7 8 - 5 1 . 7 2 3 
4 t - 5 1 . 3 4 1 - ' ( t l . " 7 2 - 5 1 . 2 0 1 - 5 1 . 0 9 4 - 5 1 . 3 4 2 - 5 3 . 1 2 9 - 5 2 . 1 9 3 - 5 2 . 5 4 6 - 5 6 . 5 7 1 - 4 6 . 5 2 7 
Table 4a. Generalized empirical logit elements. 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
- 5 3 . 2 4 1 - 5 4 . J 6 2 - 5 3 . 3 4 6 - 5 0 . 9 6 5 - 4 - 9 , 1 3 9 - 4 9 . 4 5 5 - 4 9 . « 4 7 - 5 - 1 . 6 8 8 - 4 8 . 6 8 6 - 4 9 . 8 5 2 
-53 . - .L'» - 5 . ? . 1 8 3 - 4 8 . 5 9 1 - 5 0 . 3 7 2 - 5 1 . 1 7 6 - 5 1 . 7 7 1 - 4 7 . 5 9 4 - 5 0 . 1 3 3 - 4 7 . 7 3 5 - 5 0 . 6 5 0 
- 4 7 . >t-, - J 3 . . V 5 4 - 5 1 . 4 9 6 - 4 7 . 9 1 8 - 5 0 . 5 5 2 - 5 0 . 7 5 5 - 5 3 . 2 5 6 - 5 1 . 2 2 1 - 5 1 . 8 3 3 - 5 1 . 8 7 0 
- 5 1 . 4 ' " - 4 9 . 1 4 1 - 5 1 . n « - 5 1 . 2 2 9 - 5 1 . 4 8 3 - 5 3 . 2 5 4 - 5 2 . 3 2 7 - 5 2 . 4 8 2 - 5 6 . 6 8 5 - 4 6 . 8 1 H 
Table 4b. Generalized empirical complementary log-log elements. 
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The rank order from high to low of the COROP areas which results from 
table 4a will be : 
2 t n 13 24 13 9 5 3* 6 18 7 18 1* 25 28 11 26 4 15 
28 33 23 31 35 8 16 29 30 12 3? 38 22 1 27 36 3 2 39 
Table 5. Rank order of COROP areas from the generalized unweighted 
logits. 
It can be concluded that the peripherical areas are in many cases worse 
than the western part of the country. The observed profile eleménts with 
the i-th area, i.e., n.,,...,n... , are condensed to an index Z. and 
il il3 ï 
this can be interpreted as a measure which represents the information of 
the i-th observation. When all possible pairs of eleménts (Z. , Z, ) , i, k = 
1,...,40, are compared with each other by means of (27) a measure of in-
equality or discrepancy is obtained. 
4. Multiple Logit Analysis in an Explanatory Model 
In the above sections the empirical fractions f.. , restricted by definition 
to the range [0,1] , have been transformed to unrestricted values X.. by 
a log linear data transformation. The log linear transformation may be also 
useful in an explanatory analysis when the endogenous or response variables 
belong to some restricted range. The reason will be that problems may arise 
in forecasting the probability p. , interpreted as the probability of 
occurrence of event i . This value should be restricted to the interval 
(0,1) ; other types of categorical data may also be restricted to some inter-
val. Whereas probabilities are defined to fall within the range (0,1), the 
predicted values generated from a Standard regression method are unbounded 
and may take values on a larger range. Consequently, the predictions of 
probabilities may fall outside the meaningful range and may be inconsistent 
with the probability interpretation. 
Another reason to transform the original restricted observations is that the 
assumption of homoscedasticity from linear regression analysis may be unvalid. 
In this case the constant error variance is violated and the problem of 
heteroscedasticity arises. A simple method to deal with the problem of 
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heteroscedasticity is the weighted least squares estimation procedure. 
The logit analysis has been used also in an explanatory analysis like : 
y = 3 x + u (1) 
where y £ [0,1] . 
It has been assumed implicit that y has a logistic probability density 
function. This is a rather handsome assumption because it will be easier 
to compute F(y) in this case than for example <j>(y), the probit transfor-
mation. If the assumption of this probability density function is acceptable 
the multiple logit analysis can be developed. 
Multiple logit analyses may be used when multiplicative disturbance terms 
are assumed, in stead of additive specification. See also Haworth, 1979 ; 
Teekens, 1970; Teekens and Koerts, 1972, where the characteristics of multi-
plicative models with additive as well as multiplicative disturbance terms 
are compared with each other. 
Suppose the following multiplicative model : 
bl \ y = b Q X,1 . . . X k K (2) 
A logarithmic transformation yields a log-linear relation 
log y = log b Q + I b i log X (3) 
i=l 
When the stochastic disturbance term enters the original function in multi-
plicative form, we get 
bl \ y = bQ Xj . . . XkK u (4) 
which gives after logarithmic transformation 
log y = log b Q + I b i log X£ + log u (5) 
i=l 
If we have an additive disturbance term we get 
bl \ y = bQ X, . . . XkK + u (6) 
which is less applicable for logarithmic transformations. 
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In forntula (4), the disturbance terms are usually assumed to be distri-
2 buted log-normal, so that In u ~ N(0,o ). In (6), the usual assumption 
2 
is that u ~ N(0,a ). The differences between the two types of specifi-
cation in (3) and (4) are the following 
The conditional expectation in (4) and (6) is, respectively : 
bl bk 2 
E (y | (Xj,...,^)) = bQ X j . . . X k K exp (i o ) in (4) (7) 
b b. 
E (y I (Xj,...^)) = b Q X j . . . X k K in (6) (8) 
The conditional median M (y | (X . ,.. ., X,)) in (7) is represented by 
1 9 
this formula without the term exp (ia ) . The equality of the condition-
2 
al mean and median holds ïf and only ïf a = 0 , i.e. with a model which 
is specified exactly. In all other cases, the conditional median is 
smaller than the conditional mean, and this reflects the positive skewness 
of the log-normal distribution. 
2 
The model represented by (4) is homoscedastic, with var (u.) = a for 
all observations i and the conditional variance, var (y | (X.,...,X,)) 
is also constant and equal to a 
The conditional variance of y in model (4) is not constant, since 
bi \ •> 
y - E (y | X) = b Q Xj' ... Xf [ u - exp (i a ) ] (9) 
Haworth (1979) gives a proof that the conditional variance of y is 
equal to 
var (y | (Xj,...^) = E (y | (Xj X^^))2 [ exp (a2) - l] (10) 
and the conditional variance is proportional to the square of the condi-
tional mean of y . This gives a special situation, since the logarith-
mic transformation of (4) will not have heteroscedastic disturbances. 
In section 2 the logit transformation has been óaveloped, which is based on the 
logistic probability distribution function. In case of a dichotomous (i.e., 
two category) response variable, the multiple logit model to be estimated is 
(see also Schmidt, 1975a, 1975b ; Theil 1970, 1979 ; Wrigley, 1979, 1980) : 
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yi 
P. = <L_^ i = l,...s I (11) 
1 + e i 
where 
K 
I 
k=l 
Y i = a + b k X i k , i=l,...,I (12) 
P. represents the probability of occurrence of the i-th event , to be 
directly related to its complement of non-occurrence event i . As the 
value of y. ranges from -°° to + °° , the corresponding P. ranges in 
value from 0 to 1 . The logistic model (11) can be rewritten to a linear 
model (linear in the explanatory variables X. ) of the form : 
P. 
log (-—-) = y. , i-1 1 (13) 
i 
The value from the left hand of the theoretical model (13) increases from 
-GO to +oo , hy means of the range of values of y. • Directly related 
to it, the probability P. increases from 0 to 1 . 
This means that the predictions of this linear logit model can take any 
values in the range -°° to + °o , but the corresponding probabilities, 
remain within the meaningful range 0 to 1 . 
The relation between the theoretical model (11) and its empirical equivalent 
can be given by means of a multiplicative model with multiplicative distur-
bance terms, i.e. , 
P. f. 
log ( y ^ — ) = log (——) - log u. (14) 
i i x 
where f. is the empirical fraction of occurrence of event i and the dis-
1
 2 
turbances are distributed log-normal, i.e. logu.~N (0, a ) 
In matrix form, the model (12) can be rewritten as : 
l_ = X j> + log u (15) 
_1 and ii are I x 1 vectors, b is a (K+1) x 1 vector and X a lx (K+1) 
matrix. 
When there are dichotomous variables, i.e. a binary response variable with 
the empirical fraction of occurrence of some event i is f. and the fraction 
of non-occurrence is its complement 1-f. . 
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These categorized data will result in the logit elements log ( -
 f ) . 
The multiple logit analysis as given in formulae (11) - (13) will be 
applied to a cross section of data from a regional economie study in Arnhem 
(REO-3,1981). 
In this study a survey of the socio-economic and infrastructural characteris-
ticsof the region, within and around the municipality Arnhem, is given by 
means of about 50 variables. This set of variables characterize each element 
of the below given sectors in the region. So many features about the labour 
structure and different cost components are collected for the following sectors: 
1. agriculture/forestry/fishery 9. building industry 
2. food/luxury 10. trade 
3. textile/clothing/foot-wear 11. business service 
4. paper/graphical industry 12. transportation/communication 
5. wood/building materials 13. banking/insurance business 
6. chemical industry 14. social work 
7. metal industry 15. government. 
8. public utilities 
The specific endogenous or response variables, to be estimated separately 
and defined by the explanatory variables below given, are : 
A. share of sectoral labour in the total labour force 
B. share of sectoral labour with firms until 10 employees 
C. share of sectoral labour with firms above 50 employees. 
Four data transformations will be carried out on each endogenous variable: 
i.e. the original data, whict 
[0,100] of fractional values. 
1. n. , h belong to the restricted range 
i , i.e. a monotone transformation of n. £ (0,100) , with range 
i from 0 to co
 t where negative values are excluded. 
n. 
3. log (rnn_ ) , i.e. the logit transformation, which belong to the un-
restricted range - » to °° , and presuppose the data have 
a logistic probability density function. 
n. 
4. log (-log (1—ffin'))» i-e. the complementary log-log transformation with 
values also in the unrestricted range. This trans-
formation assumes that the data have a Weibull prob-
ability density function. 
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The empirical results of the endogenous variables A, B, C, including 
their above given data transformations are represented in table 1. 
Al A2 A3 
« 4 . 1 0 0 « 0 . 0 4 3 - 3 . 1 5 2 
« 3 . 3 0 0 « 8 . 8 3 4 - 3 . 3 7 8 
« 1 . 1 0 0 « 0 . 0 1 1 - 4 . 4 99 
« 1 . 8 0 8 4-0.018 - 3 . 9 9 9 
« 2 . 3 0 9 « 0 . 0 2 4 - 3 . 7 4 9 
« 4 . 8 0 4 « 0 . 0 4 2 - 3 . 4 7 8 
« 7 . 1 0 6 « 0 . 0 8 3 - J . 4 8 4 
« 1 . 6 0 0 • 0 . 0 1 6 - 4 . 1 1 9 
« 1 1 . 0 0 0 « 0 . 1 2 4 - 2 . 0 9 1 
« 1 3 . 8 0 0 • 8 . 1 6 8 - 1 . 8 2 2 
« 7 . 5 0 0 « 0 . 0 E 1 - 2 . Ï J 2 
« 5 . 5 0 0 « 0 . 8 5 8 - 2 . 8 4 4 
« 5 . 0 0 0 • 0 . 0 5 3 - 2 . S 4 4 
« 1 6 . 7 C 8 « 0 . 2 0 0 - 1 . 6 I T 
«14.6CC « 0 . 1 1 1 - 1 . 1 6 6 
Table 1. Data of the three endogenous variables and their data 
transformations for the 15 sectors. 
This means sector 1 (i.e., agriculture, forestry, fishery) has 4.1. percent 
of total labour force. Column A2 in the above given table I , where the labour 
force in some sector is related to the labour force in the other sectors, is 
with sector 1 equal to 4.1/95.9 = 0.043. 
The logit and complementary log-log transformations in this sector are -3.152 
and -3.173, respectively. 
Another conclusion from the labour shares in the different sectors will be 
that building industry, trade, social work as well as the government sector 
contribute with more than 10 percent of total labour force. 
The variables which are represented in column BI and Cl give an impression 
about the size of the firms within some sector. The size is related to the 
number of employees. The conclusion will be that a considerable number of 
firms in sector 1 and 10 (agriculture and trade, respectively), are rather 
small. Next to it, about one half of the labour force in the chemical in-
dustry work in firms with more than 50 employees. 
The equations to be estimated are : 
5 
n. = .X, b. X.. +
 e. , i=l,...,15 (16) 
ï j=l j ij ï 
The parameters to be estimated by a linear regression procedure can be in-
terpreted as follows : 
A4 BI B2 B3 B4 Cl C2 C3 C4 
~3.m «* 
-3.173 
-3.3S5 
-4. 504 
-4.0«« 
-3.761 
-3. 
-2.524 
-4.127 
-2.150 
-1.9*7 
-2.552 
-2-872 
-2.970 
-1.700 
-1.846 
•SC.OtC «1.000 «0.080 
* 4 g» 8*0 - -*0~8*8-
+21.080 «0.266 -1.329 
•9.000 «0.099 -2-314 
+16.800 «0.198 -1.638 
«1 
« 2 7 . 0 0 0 « 0 . 3 7 8 - 8 . 9 9 9 
« 1 6 . - 8 4 0 — " M U 8 8 - Ï - — - 4 4 6 t 
« 3 8 . 0 0 0 « f l . é l ï - 8 -490 
* 3 & . 4 0 8 — + 0 . ^ S9~ — * • * • ? -
« 2 8 . 0 0 0 « 0 . 3 8 9 - 0 . 9 4 4 
•20»f l0f l - + f l . * S 8 - 4 . ^ 8 * -
« 3 1 . 0 0 0 « 0 . 4 4 9 - 0 . 8 C 0 
361 
61+ 
445 
361 
741 
156 
738 
Hl»33a ~4*&i44*49««a« 
• 1 . 
- 2 . 
• 1 -
- 1 . 
•o. 
- 1 . 
- 1 , 
- o , 
< B V V l g ^ » «>• 
113 
,500 
.991 
« 1 3 . 0 0 0 « 0 . 1 4 9 - 1 . 9 0 1 - 1 . 9 7 1 
« 8 . 3 3 5 - 1 . 4 5 0 - - 1 . 5 5 7 
« 2 5 . 0 0 0 « 0 . 3 3 3 - 1 . 0 9 9 - 1 . 2 4 6 
0 8 — « 8 . 9 9 S 2 . 314 2» 361 
2 8 . 0 0 0 « 0 . 3 8 9 - 0 . 9 4 4 - 1 . 1 1 3 
«*8«f i «4-.88S «JUO40 4 . 4 6 7 
« 2 0 . 0 0 9 « 0 . 4 2 9 - 0 . 8 4 7 - 1 . 0 3 3 
- - « 8 . 5 8 7 >3» 532 8 - 4 7 2 
«15.080 «0.176 -1.73S -1 .637 
«4.853 2 . 944 2»9 7 0 
«0.899 -2 .314 -2 .361 
•8 .149 1.981 - l . S H 
«0.2IS -1.586 -1.É8C 
«8.316 -1.153 -1 .293 
•0.220 -1.516 -1.617 
8 0 8 -
« 9 . 0 0 0 
« 0 8 
• 1 1 . 0 0 0 
• 2 4 . 8 0 8 
• 1 8 . 0 0 0 
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a : a constant term 
& : the effect of the share of female workers on the endogenous 
variable. 
a„ : the effect of the share of part-time workers on the endogenous 
variable. 
a, : the effect of the share of unskilled workers on the endogenous 
variable. 
a : the effect of the labour costs per employee (x 1000 guilders) . 
These exogenous variables explain one after another the share of sectoral 
labour in the total labour force, with firms until 10 and above 50 employees. 
The observations of the explanatory variables 2 - 5 are given in table 2. 
1 1 8 . 3 7 . 8 3 2 . 0 2 1 . 3 1 6 
2 2 8 . 0 7 . 0 5 1 . 0 3 8 . 9 2 1 
3 75.13 1 8 . 0 57.13 2 2 . 0 67 
4 1 0 . 0 3 . 0 2 5 . 0 4 8 . 8 7 4 
5 3 .D 1 . 9 69 . 0 3T.870 
6 7 . 0 2 . 0 3 4 . 0 4 6 . 4 3 4 
7 7 . 0 2 . 3 3 2 . 0 3 8 . 2 8 5 
S 2 2 . 0 2 . 0 1 2 . 0 5 5 . 4 1 9 
9 5 . 9 2 . 0 2 3 . 0 3 4 . 8 2 1 
1 0 3 1 . 0 1 2 . 0 2 3 . 0 3 8 . 9 48 
1 1 2 2 . 0 6 . 0 1 1 . 0 3 5 . 3 8 2 
1 2 9 . 0 5 . 0 3 9 . 0 4 1 . 768 
1 3 4 3 . 0 5 . 0 3 . 8 3 8 . 2 1 0 
1 4 5 6 . 0 1 5 . 0 1 6 . 0 2 0 . 5 7 8 
15 2 7 . 0 1 0 . 0 7 . 0 4 5 . 0 0 0 
Table 2. The share of female, part-time, and unskilled workers and the 
labour costs per employee in the 15 sectors. 
From this table can be concluded that sector 3 (textile, clothing, foot-wear) 
has a relative high share of female (75%), part-time (18%) and the unskilled 
workers (57%) with rather low labour costs per employee. On the opposite 
sector 8, public Utilities, deliverance of electricity and natural gas, has 
extremely high labour costs per employee. A relative large share of unskilled 
workers, about 70 percent, exists in sector 5 (wood and building materials) 
while the opposite occurs in banking and insurance business (sector 13). 
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The next given equations represent the OLS-estimation results with Standard 
errors between brackets. Equations 17(a) - (d) give the results with the 
first endogenous variable and the four data transformations. 
(*) (*) 
n. = 11.579 -0.216 X.„ + 1.069 X.„ -0.160 X.. -0.056 X.c , ï i2 i3 i4 i5 
(7.520) (0.101) j (0.449) (0.057) (0.151) 
R2 = 0.857 (17a) 
n
- (#) (*) 
-TT^ri— = 0.128 -0.003 X.. + 0.013 X.0 -0.002 X.. -0.001 X._ 100-n. i2 i3 i4 i5 
1
 (0.090) (0.001) (0.005) (0.001) (0.002) 
R2 = 0.843 (17b) 
n. (* ) (* ) 
log(—i ) = -1.331 -0.043' X.- + 0.159 X.„ -0.031 X.. -0.020 X._ , 
ö
 100-n. i2 i3 i4 i5 
1
 (1.374) (0.018) (0.082) (0.010) (0.028) 
R2 = 0.965 (17c) 
n. (* ) (* ) 
log(-log(l—7^ 0")) = -1.392 -0.042 X + 0.153 X. -0.030 X -0.019 X. , 
(1.336) (0.018) (0.080) (0.010) (0.027) 
R2 = 0.968 (17d) 
The conclusion from these estimation results will be that :the sectors which 
have a low share in the labour force, generally have relative high shares of 
female as well as unskilled workers. The same happens with the effect of the 
labour costs, while the opposite occurs with the share of part-time workers. 
The OLS-estimation results with response variable the share of sectoral labour 
with firms until 10 employees become, with Standard errors between brackets: 
(* ) (* ) (* ) (* ) (* ) 
n. = 34.657 -0.530 X.„ + 2.421 X.0 -0.203 X., -0.110 X.c ï i2 i3 i4 i5 
(24.160) (0.324) (1.441) (0.184) (0.484) 
R2 = 0.890 (18a) 
(*) . . . 
The null hypothesis of zero parameter estimate will be rejected with a 
two-sided test, level of significance a = .10 , and critical value, with 
a Student distribution and 10 degrees of freedom, equal to 1.812. 
(see also Lindgren, 1969). 
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n. (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) 
ri— = 0.588 -0.013 X.„ + 0.054 X.„ -0.003 X.. -0.003 X. 
100-n. i2 i3 i4 i5 
1
 (0.531) (0.007) (0.032) (0.004) (0.11) 
R2 = 0.808 (18b) 
n. (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) 
log (TTTTT—) = -0.618 -0.025 X., + 0.124 X.„ -0.014 X.. -0.006 X.r , 
° 100-n. i2 i3 i4 i5 
1
 (1.297) (0.017) (0.077) (0.010) (0.026) 
R2 = 0.811 (18c) 
n. (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) 
log (-log(l rijr-)) - -0.848 -0.021 X._ + 0.105 X.0 -0.013 X.. - 0.005 X.. , 
100 i2 i3 i4 i5 
(1.116) (0.015) (0.067) (0.008) (0.022) 
R2 - 0.882 (18d) 
When the response variable is the share of sectoral labour with firms above 
50 employees the OLS-estimation results with their corresponding Standard 
errors between brackets, becomg : 
(*) (*) (*) (*) (*) 
0.379 + 0.417 X.. -1.600 X.„ + 0.216 X., + 0.393 1 
i2 i3 i4 
(23.052) (0.309) (1.375) (0.175) (0.461) 
R2 = 0.836 (19a) 
n. (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) 
1
 - -0 .148 + 0.006 X.„ - 0 . 0 2 5 X . , + 0.004 X. , + 0.009 X. 
1 0 0 _ ni (0.481) (0.006) l 2 (0.029) l 3 (0.004) i 4 (0.010) l 5 
R2 = 0.717 (19b) 
n. (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) 
log (—^-—) = -2.331 + 0.032 X. - 0.129 X.„ + 0.014 X + 0.014 X , 
1UU ni (1.440) (0.019) x l (0.086) l j (0.011) l 4 (0.029) xb 
R2 = 0.868 (19c) 
n- (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) 
log (-log(l r^r)) = -2.298 + 0.029 X. -0.119 X. + 0.013 X . 0.011 X. , 
(1.280) (0.017) (0.076) 1 J (0.010) (0.026)1 
R2 = 0.905 (19d) 
(*) 
Reject the null hypothesis of zero parameter estimate with level 
of significance 10 percent. 
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The conclusion from equations 18(a) - (d) will be that smaller firms 
have a reduced share of female and unskilled workers and equations 19 (a) -
(d) lead to the conclusion that the opposite occurs in the relative larger 
firms. 
Next to it, an increase of the number of employees of a firm within 
some sector, can be explained by a rise of the labour costs per employee. 
Another conclusion will be that the larger firms within some sector have a 
low share of part-time workers (i.e., the effect of variable 3 to the endo-
genous variable) compared to the smaller ones. 
From the equations 17(c) - (d), 18(c) - (d), and 19(c) - (d) can be concluded 
that the estimation results which makes use of either the logit ot the comple-
mentary log-log data analysis agree very well with each other. The four different 
data transformations with these equations have no consequences for the sign 
of the parameter estimates, excluded the sign of the constant term. But it 
has to be noted that the two transformations make use of two different under-
lying probability density functions. 
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Log-linear Models and Contingency Tables with Nominal Data 
In previous sections log linear models were developed which make use of 
cardinal data, and belong to either the unrestricted range or be restricted 
to some interval, say frequencies in the range [0,100]. 
The usual linear regression models and the analysis of contingency tables 
which will be developed below, both are statistical models that are used 
for different kinds of data. Linear or non-linear regression models on 
the one hand, are typically used to analyze a quantitative dependent variable 
as a linear or non-linear function of other independent variables. 
Next to it, contingency tables are used to analyze qualitative or non cardinal 
variables only. In the following, log linear models are developed which are 
related directly to the analysis of contingency tables. A main difference 
between normal regression procedures and this type of log linear models is 
that the last model does not distinguish explicitly between response and 
explanatory variables : each variable can be analyzed simultaneously as a 
function of all others. 
Surveys often contain categorical variables only in qualitative terms, say 
man or woman ; left or right ; married or single persons. These are examples 
of dichotomous classifications, which are measured at the nominal scale. This 
means the variables or phenomena can be distinguished only by their name or 
attribute. In order to classify such variables, numbers as well as other 
symbols can be used. Other examples of dichotomous classified variables can 
be found in Cox, 1970 ; Everitt, 1977 ; Payne, 1977; Theil, 1970; Wrigley, 
1979, 1980 . 
Polychotomous (or multiple)' classifications are also common, for instance 
when people are classified - according to their income - into low, middle 
or high income groups. This type of classified variables which can be ranked 
from low to high, are called ordinal data. With ordinal data it is known 
whether some observation has a higher or lower value than another one. 
A whole set of data corresponding to the observed values of the nominal or 
ordinal data, also called categorical data, is called a contingency table. 
This means a contingency table is a sample from a multinomial distribution. 
The simplest form of a contingency table is a 2 x 2 table with two ob-
servations on two categories. 
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nil nl2 
2 n21 n22 
Table 1. A 2 x 2 contingency table. 
Consider for example a number of individuals to be classified by sex (male/ 
female) and smokers/non smokers and represented in a 2 x 2 contingency table. 
male female total 
smoker 85 15 100 
non smoker 25 25 50 
total 110 40 150 
Table 2. Example of a 2 x 2 contingency table. 
The total number of individuals, N , is equal to 150 and these individuals 
are classified by two characteristics. 
This 2 x 2 two-way table can be generalized to an I x J table with I 
rows and J columns, and cell-elements n.. , i=l,...,I ; j=l,...,J . 
ij 
This can be interpreted as a sample where each of the I classes provides 
an observation on each of the J categories (or variables). 
The row and colomn sums, called the marginal totals, in an lx J contingency 
table with cell-elements n.. , are respectively : 
ij 
J 
(1) 
n. = .Z, n. . , i=1 ..... X 
ï. j=l ij 
I 
n . = Z n . . , 1 = 1,... , J 
•J i=l ij 
The sum of all these elements is 
N = Z Z n. . = .Z, n. = .Z, n . (2) 
i j ij i=l ï. j=l .j 
The fraction of occurrence of event (i,j) is determined by : 
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ij 
n. . 
N 1 1,..., 1 ; j—i,...,J (3) 
In the same way one may define the fraction of the marginal row and column 
elements : 
n. 
ï. 
N i=l,...,1 
and (4) 
n . 
j = l J 
It will be rather easy to generalize the above given two-way tables to a 
higher order one. A three way table, for example, with elements n.. , 
ijk 
i=l,...,I ; j=l,...,J ; k=l,...,K may consist of the three components sex 
(male/female), age (below and above 30) and smokers/non smokers. 
A dichotomous three-way table, which means there are two categories for each 
classification, can be represented as in table 3. 
k=l 
k=2 
i=l 
j=l j=2 
'111 
112 
n 121 
122 
i=2 
j = l 
n 
211 
212 
j=2 
n 
221 
n 222 
total 
n
..l 
total 11. 12. '21 22. 
Table 3. General notation of a 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table. 
When the individuals from table 2 are subdivided by age, below and above 30 
years, we may get the following contingency table. 
smoker 
male 
< 30 > 30 
female 
< 30 > 30 
40 45 10 
total 
100 
non-
smoker 
total 
15 10 15 10 
55 55 25 15 
50 
!50 
Table 4. Classification of individuals by sex, age and smokers/non-
smokers. 
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This sample of 150 individuals consists of 110 male and 40 female persons, 
80 are below and 70 are above 30 years old, 100 are smokers while 50 are 
non-smokers. There are 40 male persons who smoke and are below 30 years 
old. 
In the following sections the contingency table analysis will be related 
with log-linear modelling. By means of these analysis the characteristics 
of the cell-elements in a contingency table can be analyzed by means of the 
following computations : 
- Estimates of expected values of the cell-elements under various statis-
tical hypotheses. The estimates are computed for example,when the 
hypothesis of complete independence of the table is assumed. 
- Tests on the accuracy of the table under some given null hypothesis, 
for example complete or conditional independence between cell-elements. 
It will be proved that these tests make use of the chi-squared distri-
buted test statistics. 
Estimates of an overall mean effect, main effects and higher order inter-
action effects. This estimation procedure make use of a log linear data 
transformation from an, originally, multiplicative hypothesis. 
By means of these steps contingency table analysis gives an idea about the 
structure in large systems of qualitative data. 
Contingency Tables and Independency Tests 
The starting point of the analysis of contingency tables is an assumption 
about the characteristics of the relation between the observed variables, 
which will be tested thereafter. 
When all the cell-elements in a contingency table are assumed to be indepen-
dent, the fraction of occurrence of some event can be expressed in terms of 
the corresponding marginal totals. This means there are no interaction ef-
fects between pairs of variables. In terms of probabilities of occurrence 
of some event a test against complete independence in a three-way contingency 
table is given by 
Ho : P*jk = pi.. p . j . p..k » w i t h pi,.. ' p . j . ' p . . k > ° ( 5 ) 
* 
H, : p.., f p. p • P , , for at least one pair of combinations 
1 ijk *i.. . j . ..k 
(i,j,k), where i=l,...,I ; j=l,...,J ; 
k=l,...,K . 
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When the null hypothesis will not be rejected, the probabilities of events 
are represented in terms of products of the corresponding marginal prob-
abilities p. » P • , and p . This hypothesis can be transferred 
1.. . j. .. K % 
immediately in terms of expected frequency estimates n.., . 
sK n . n . n n . n . n 
H0 ' n i j k " N ~~N~~ ~N ÏÏ~ - 2 
• (6) 
j, ti, ti . n , i_ i K. H : n.., 4 — — 'rf-1 '-1— , for at least one pair (i,j,k) 
IJK
 N/ 
n. , n . , and n , are the marginal category totals, which are assumed 
to be given in the analysis of contingency tables. From this assumption 
follows : 
E (n. ) = n. = n. 
ï. . ï.. ï.. 
E (n . ) = n*. - n (7) 
• J • " J • • J • 
E (n
 k} = n k = n k 
With the data from table 4 the expected frequencies under the hypothesis of 
complete independence, determined by formula (6), become : 
total 
mali e f er aale 
< 30 > 30 < 30 > 30 
smoker 352 9 
308 
9 
128 
9 
112 
9 
non-
smoker 
176 
9 
154 
9 
64 
9 
56 
9 
100 
50 
150 
Table 5. Expected frequencies under the hypothesis of complete inde-
pendence. 
It is easy to see that the null hypothesis of complete independence considers 
that there is a constant relation between the observations on the three 
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categories in the contingency table. 
When it will be assumed that the expected values of all the cell-elements 
are equal to each other, the corresponding null hypothesis had been : 
Ho : pijk = ïlsT v i-'i* 
* 1 
Hl : Pijk * IJK 
(8) 
* 
with n.. 
ijk IJK 
The estimates of cell frequencies which follow from some given null hypothe-
sis about the data set, can be compared with the observed frequencies n.. 
by means of the following test-statistic : 
* 2 
I J K (niik"niik) 
Z Z Z X J % 1:>k (9) 
i=l j = l k=l n... 
ijk 
In this summation over all cell-elements, the sum of squared deviations be-
tween observed and expected frequencies are related to the expected frequen-
cies and is determined by Pearson in 1904. This test-statistic has a chi-
squared distribution with (I-l) (J-1) (K-1) degrees of freedom , provided 
the marginal totals are fixed. In the same way the likelihood ratio test is 
developed and this test statistic is determined by the likelihood ratio X , 
with 
1
 - iV (io) 
L (p) is the unrestricted maximum value of the likelihood function and 
L (p) is the maximum of the likelihood function conditional to some given 
null hypothesis. It is easy to see that X lies between 0 and 1 because 
the denominator is an unrestricted maximum and the numerator is a restricted 
maximum of the likelihood function. Annex A gives a proof that -2 log X , 
called the likelihood ratio test, can be approximated asymptotically by a 
chi-squared distribution function under certain regularity conditions with 
(I-l) (J-1) (K-1) degrees of freedom. The likelihood ratio test is given by : 
n. ., 
-2 log X = 2 . Z. , n.., log (-i^) (11) 
6
 i,j,k ijk
 n* 
ijk 
The total number of independent terms is (I-l) (J-1) (K-1) because of 
the given marginal totals, and this number is defined as the number of 
degrees of freedom. 
(see also Everitt, 1977; Kullback, 1968). 
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By means of (9) and (11) we are able to test some null hypothesis . When 
2 the x -value is larger than some critical value the null hypothesis will 
be rejected. When, for example, the null hypothesis whidh is given in (5) 
is rejected by means of either the test-statistie (9) or (11), we can con-
clude there is no independence between the components. In that way the 
interaction measures between categories have to be computed because the vari-
ables are dependent from each other. 
Now a measure of the mean information is computed for every observation n , 
ijk 
by discrimmating the alternative hypothesis against the null hypothesis, 
with H given in (5), which is defined by : 
1 J K Piik I I l p . . , log ( ^ ) V i,j,k, (12) 
• 1 -i T I ijk e p . p . p . ' J ' •' i=I j = I k=l J i...j...k 
In terms of the observed frequencies, the total mean information is, 
I (p* : p) = X I I n log ( Ü ^ ) (13) 
i j k XJK Np p p 
JL • • " J * • • K. 
(13) can be separated into four additive components: 
1. A marginal component due to the deviations between p. and their 
maximum likelihood estimates p. , ï.e., part of the likelihood which 
is related to the first component. 
2. An analogous component for p . and their maximum likelihood estimates 
*^» • J • 
P
. j . • 
3. An analogous component for p and their maximum likelihood estimates 
• • K. 
P
..k ' 
4. A conditional component due to the independence hypothesis. 
These four components, with the corresponding information and degrees of 
freedom, are represented in table 6, below (see also Kullback, 1968). 
2 I (p : p) has been taken because of the corresponding chi-squared distri-
buted test-statistic. 
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Component cluc to int! onnut ion De-groen of fri'cdom 
1. p 
1 . N i - i 
2 . P 
1 J F . j 
J - 1 
3 . P .k 
. .k N 
n 
2
 f n..kl0*<NFT> 
1
 . .k 
K - 1 
4. Independence, 
2 1 (H,: HQ) 
N2n. 
2 I n,., log ( 3JÜ 
. . . lik n. n . n , i,j,k J i.. ,j- --k 
) I J K - I - J - K + 2 
total : 2 I((p ):p) 
n. . 
2 I n..log („ ^ 
i.j.k ^ k NPi..P.j.n..k 
)> I JK - 1 
Table 6. Information table under the hypothesis of complete independence 
The four components add up to 2 I((p ) : p) , because 
n . n 2 z
 v . 1 0 ^ ^ + 2 z " . j . 1 ^ ^ + 2 1 n . .k l o^NTT ) + 
M 2 
N n.. n. 
+ 2 I n..,log( ^ ) = 2 Z n . . , ^ ^ ) + 
. . . ijk 6 Vn. n . n ' . ijk 6 Np. i,j,k J i.. .j- --k i,J»k J *i.. 
n . 
2 I n,..log(t5-^-) + 2 I n...log(=-^) 
j.i.k ^ & ^ . j k.i.j i j k & N p..k 
N2n 
+ 2
 .
z
.
 n i j k l 0 « ( 5 
i,j,k J M 
ÜJL ) = 2 I n. ., log n. + 
„_ • • i ijk ° i.. 
pi..P.j.p..k 1 , J , k 
+ 2 I n. ., log n . + 2 Z n. ., log n _ - 2 Z n. ... log(n. n . n . ) + 
. . . ïik .J. . • , ijk 6 ..k . . . ijk ° i.. .j. --k 
N2n. 
ijk 
+ 2
 .
 z
 .
 nijklos (~T 
i.J.k N p p . p . , 
i • • • J • s • lx 
-) = 2 Z n...log(r 
n. . 
ijk 
1 j j j IC 1 • • • j » • • K 
Q.E.D. (14) 
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Contingency Tables and Log-linear Models 
For any multiway table there are a number of possible hypotheses about the 
relationships among the variables. The previous section developed a test 
against overall independence but other tests like conditional independence, 
homogeneity can be handled in the same way. We may consider for example, 
that there are only main effects, first-order and second-order effects without 
higher order ones. By means of some hypothesis about the data set in a 
contingency table, the expected cell frequencies are decomposed into a number 
of multiplicative components. When logarithms are taken, the original multi-
plicative components become additive. For this reason the model will be 
called a log-linear model (see also Birch , 1963; Cox, 1970; Everitt, 1977; 
Payne, 1977). 
Consider in a three way contingency table that all the varibales are indepen-
dent. From this follows that the probability of occurrence of event (i,j,k) 
can be rewritten in terms of marginal totals. Because the marginal totals 
are assumed to be given, formula (7) holds. The null hypothesis of complete 
independence becomes : 
n . n , 
V i,j,k 
(15) 
H o : 
* 
: p i j k = 
n. 
1 . . 
 
• J -
N 
n
. . k 
N N 
H l 
* 
: p i j k 5* 
n . 
ï . . 
N 
n . 
• J -
N 
n
. . k 
N 
From this assumed null hypothesis the expected frequencies can be repre-
sented by 
% n. n .
 n
v
 n
-
 n
 • '
n
 i, 
"ijk = N ^ N " — = rf (16) 
These expected frequencies are equal to the maximum likelihood estimates 
of n.., . When logarithms from (16) are taken one gets 
ijk 
* 
log n.. = log n. + log n . + log n - 2 log N , i=l I ; 
IJ K 1.« "J* B . K 
J = I,...,J ;. K = i ,. • •, Jx • 
This can be rewritten in terms of an overall mean and main effects. Because 
independency is assumed in (15), there are no second-order or interaction 
effects between the variables. Birch (1963) has shown that (17) can be 
reformulated as a log-linear model : 
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log n. ' - y'+.Hjd) + y2 (j) + \i^ (k) V i,j,k (18) 
where 
1 I J K * 
•zr-rr- .1 .1 I log n. .. 
IJK 1=1 j=l k=l ° ijk 
w l ( i ) = T K j i l k^l l b g n I j k " y i=l I 
1 I K * 
y 2 ( j ) = T¥ iil kil l o g nijk ' y j = l , . . . , J (19) 
y 3 ( k ) = TJ iil jil l o g nijk " " k=l,...,K 
y is the overall mean, where y (i), y„(j), and y„(k) give the main or 
first order effects from component 1,2, and 3 respectively. 
One advantage of taking logarithms from multiplicative statistical hypotheses 
like (15) is the corresponding log linear model with additive components. 
Another advantage of this type of analyses will be that the effect of one 
single variable to the cell-elements can be measured. 
The reformulation from (17) tb (18) can be controlled by substitution of 
(19) into (18). The first order or main interaction effect is defined in 
this case as the difference between the expected value of a component and 
the overall mean log frequency. 
The model which is represented in (18) assumes that there are no interaction 
effects between the variables and it is based on the null hypothesis of 
complete independence in (15). The expected values of the frequencies are 
determined by the restriction in (16). When no restrictions to the probabil-
ities of occurrence of event (i,j,k) are assumed, i.e., 
Pijk = Pijk V i,j,k (20) 
The complete model follows which is in a 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table: 
log ni-k = y+y](i)+y2(j)+y3(k)+y12(i,j)+y13(i,k)+y23(j,k)+y]23(i,j,k) (21) 
This log linear model includes all possible y terms for a three way 2 x 2 x 2 
table and the difference between (18) and (21) will be that (21) contains 
all possible second-order and third-order interaction effects between the 
variables. A main characteristic of a model like (21) is that it contains 
all possible effects and this means that the number of cell-elements is equal 
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to the number of independent parameters to be computed (equal to 8 in 
model (21)). For that reason (21) will be called a complete or saturated 
model. This saturated model fits the data exactly because the expected and 
observed frequencies are identical by definition. Model (21) has, because 
2 
of lts saturated character, no independent terms and the x -statistic has 
0 degrees of freedom. 
First order effects in (21) are the same as the one from (19), and a typical 
second-order effect is 
w12(i»J> - ï ï l o 8 n i j k - i ^ l o 8 n i j k - - S ^ l o « 4 j k + U (22) 
Since the main and higher order effects are determined by deviations from a 
mean, the y terms have the following constraints 
I u (i) = I u (j) = I y (k) = 0 
i j k . ,
 T 
J
 1=1 ,... ,1 
I y12(i,j) = Z y]2(i,j) = 0 jj=l,...,J (23) 
k=l,...,K 
Iy123(i,j,k) = I y123(i,j,k) = Zpj^i.j.k) = 0 
i ' i k 
The same holds with other y terms. 
From the above the number of degrees are easy to determine for some chi-
squared distributed test statistic. Next to it, the number of independent 
parameters in a log-linear model is directly related to the number of degrees 
of freedom. Generally the number of degrees of freedom is equal to the dif-
ference between the number of cell-elements and the number of parameters to 
be fitted. So, in a two-way lxJ table where wutual independence is assum-
ed, the number of independent parameters is 1 + (I-1) + (J-l) = I + J - l , and 
from this follows the number of degrees of freedom, which is equal to 
I J -I -J + 1 = (1-1) (J-l). 
The number of independent parameters in a three-way table are determined in 
the same way. In the log linear model where mutual independence between the 
variables is assumed, like in (18), there are 1+(I-1) + (J-l) + (K-l) = 
= I + J + K - 2 parameters freely to choose. Now, there are I J K - I - J - K + 2 
degrees of freedom with the chi-squared test. 
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In the above two goodness of fit statistics have been proposed to examine the 
fit of the expected frequencies with the obserbed frequencies under some given 
model; on the one hand Pearson's chi-square statistic, 
* 2 
„ (n.. - n.. ) 
X2 = H 1J£ 1 3 k . (24) 
i.j.k n.jk 
and the likelihood ratio test statistic, equal to minus twice the logarithm 
2 
of the likelihood ratio test statistic, called G 
G2 = 2 I n... log (-4^) (25) 
. . , i j k n1? .. i,j,k J ijk 
. . . 2 
Conditional to the null hypothesis both statistics have approximate x 
distributLons with number of degrees of freedom given by the difference between 
the number of cell-elements and the number of parameters fitted. 
When for example, all variables are independent in a three way table, the un-
saturated model, given in formula (18), fits the data in the contingency 
* 
table perfectly because the expected values of cell-elements, n , are 
ijk identical to the observed ones, n. .. . 
ijk 
In the case of an exact fit, both test statistics become zero. 
When equation (21) is compared with (18), the second and third order effects, 
y]2(i,j) + y (i,k) + y (j,k) + y]23(i,j,k) , is called the disturbance term 
in (18). Although there are only a few observations in a 2x2x2 contingency 
table, the number of components are reduced in (18), by means of some statis-
tical hypothesis. But when there are a lot of possible first-, second and 
higher order effects in some contingency table, it is necessary to reduce 
the number of components in a log-linear model with the other effects called 
the disturbance term. There is an erratic movement of the disturbance term 
when it consists of a finite number of components. But when the number of 
components of the disturbance term become infite, it can be adjusted by a 
known distribution function like the normal distribution. This normal distri-
bution function agrees with the central limit theorem. 
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Independence Tests with two-way Contingency Tables : some results 
In the above sections some methods are developed to handle data which are 
measured at the ordinal or nominal scale and represented in a contingency 
table. When some statistical hypothesis is assumed on the data set, this 
leads to a corresponding log linear model, which can be tested by means of 
a goodness of fit statistic, and parameter estimates which are interpreted 
as the first and higher order effects. 
Consider a contingency table which consists of the following cell-elements, 
to be determined by the COROP profile elements given in table 1 in section 2. 
When profile element (or variable) j and j' are compared the number of 
concordant and discordant points for these variables are computed (see also 
Nijkamp, 1981). Any observation is called concordant when 
V i,k=l I ; j,j' = l J (26) 
k> i 
and a point is called discordant when 
V i,k=l,...,I ; j,j'=l,...,J (27) 
k>i 
The total number of concordant and discordant points are represented by 
S and S , respectively. With two variables j and j' the total number of 
COROP areas to be compared with each other is {l (1-1) and this is equal 
to 780 because of the 40 observations. When two variables have correspond-
ing patterns they have a large number of concordant points while the opposite 
occurs with discordant points. The following tables give the concordant and 
discordant points, defined by formulae (26) - (27) and the COROP profile 
elements from table 1 in section 2. The goodness of fit statistic for the 
null hypothesis of complete independence between the pairs of profile 
elements and the number of concordant/discordant is also given, and is deter-
mined by (24) (the Pearson chi-squared statistic). The expected frequencies 
1) When there are identical results for some variables, the sum of concordant 
and discordant points will not be equal to the number of compared obser-
vations, i.e.,, 780. Identical results are excltfded Because of formulae 
(26) - (27). 
or 
n. . 
ij > n, kj and n. . , ij > n kj' 
n. ij < nkj and n. ., ij < nkj 
or 
> n. 
ij kj and n. ., ij < n. kj' 
n. . 
ij < n. kj and ij > n. kj' 
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conditional to the null hypothesis of complete independence, are 
* n. n . 
H0 ! V = 1*N *J ' i=1 '2 '" j = 1'2 
* 
H, : n.. = 
n. n . 
!•• -3 
(28) 
1 . ij N 
with corresponding log-linear model. 
log n£. = y + Uj(i) + y2<j) , i-1 12 ; j-1,2 (29) 
The successive tables are determined with variables 1,2 13 as reference 
variables respectively, and represented in table 7(a) - (m). 
The successive Pearson's chi-squared test statistics are represented in 
table 8. 
Reference 
v a r i a b l e 1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
P e a r s o n ' s 1511.5 841 .5 198.5 140.7 2058.6 115.7 1622.3 2046.6 1714.6 224.0 222.1 1488.2 836.1 
2 
X 
Table 8. Pearson's chi-squared test statistics with the reference 
variables. 
1) 
Now the results of table 7 (next page) will be explained . Table 7a can be 
interpreted in the following way. In 560 out of 780 cases low rates of un-
employment correspond to high fiscal income per capita while the reverse also 
holds. In a considerable number of times, high values of fiscal income and 
wealth per capita correspond with each other. Next to it, in 459 cases rather 
cheap areas have small fiscal incomes ; the same holds even stronger when 
fiscal income is compared with population density, and index of industriali-
zation and emission of pollutants, profile elements 5, 7 and 8 respectively. 
When fiscal income and the size of natural environment (variable 6) are 
compared, it can be seen that a lot of areas with high fiscal income also have 
a considerable size of natural environment. In the same way the pattern of 
1) It should be noted that the results from table 1 in section 2 are defined 
in such a way that a higher value is preferred to a lower one. This means 
for example that the C0R0P area with smallest rate of unemployment 
(variable 2) will get the highest value. The same holds with variable 
4, 5, 7, 8 and 12. 
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S. S 
1 - 2~'" " "56 0 2 1 6 
1 - 3 4 8 4 2 9 ? 
ï--'r Vdn V 5 9 1 - 5 1 7 0 fi C 't 
ï - & 4 3 6 34 3 
1 - 7 1 9 9 5 7 / 
1 - 8 " " 1 6 2 " 6 1 3 
1 - 9 5 « 3 1 9 ° 
"ï- ic 3 5 8 4 1 4 
ï - i ï 5 35 4 1 T 
1 - 1 ? ,:> 5 3 '" 1 3 ''' 
1 - 1 3 5 4 5 ? 3 . 
Table 7a. Concordant 
and discordant points 
with reference variable 1 
2 - 1 
al..... 
5 6 0 
S 
2.16 
2 - 3 5 3 6 2 * 4 
2 - 4 3 6 3 4 3 9 
2 - 5 ?7 2 50 6 
2 - "f,"" 4 3 2 3 4 ':\ 
2 - 7 ? 9 5 4 ^ 5 
" 2 - " ö '25~8""~' "" 521"" 
2 - 9 4 8 7 2 9 ? 
' 2 - ÏÜ 3 2 6 4 5--
2 - 1 1 
2 - 1 2 
3 2 1 
5 6 6 
4 2 5 
. . . _ _ 
2 - 1 3 4 7 0 3 0 9 
Table 7b. Idem with 
reference variable 2. 
3 - 1 
S ' S 
" 4 8 4 " " 2 9 ? " 
3 - 2 5 3 6 2 4 4 
3 - 4 3 6 9 4 0 2 
3 - $_. 3 7 3 4 0 5 
3 - 6 39 6"""" " 3 8 4 
3 - 7 38 5 3 9 5 
3 - 8 3 4 9 4 5C 
3 - 9 
3 - 1 0 
3 9 9 3 8G 
3 9 9 3 7 7 
3 - i l 4 1 a 32 a ' 
3 - 1 2 4 2 2 " 2 7? 
3 - 1 3 3 9 8 2 8 1 
T a b l e 7 c . Idem 
w i t h v a r i a b l e 3 . 
S ' S 
4 - 1 3"D P " 45 '- ' 
4 - 2 3 6 3 40 A 
4 - 3 3 6 S" . ---g-^-
4 - 5 4 4 7 52"* 
' 4 - &"" 316""" 4 5 5 
4 - 7 4 o n 3 6 3 
4 - 8 4 3 2 " ' "'"3 3 8 
4 - 9 3 32 4 S <} 
4 - 1 0 4 2 1 "" 3 4 6 
4 - 1 1 3 6 7 3 7 1 
4 - 12 ? 7 4 41.1 
4 - 1 3 3 3 * 4 5 6 
T a b l e 7d . Idem w i t h 
v a e i a b l e 4 . 
5 - 1 1 7 0 6C 4 
5 - 2 2 7 2 50 6 
5 - i" 3 7 3 40 5 
5 - 4 4 4 7 32 ? 
5 - ' b " '"" 3 5 4 " 4 ? 4 
5 - 7 6 7 5 1 "'• 3 
" 5 _ ^ ' "•" inn~ 6fl 
5 - 9 1 G 2 6 7 5 
5-" lü~ 4 2 9 3 4 5 
5 - 1 1 3 9 2 3 5 2 
5 - 1 2 1 5 0 5 4 2 
5 - 1 3 ' > ? 2 5 5 5 
T a b l e 7 e . Idem w i t h 
v a r i a t i l e 5 . 
6 - 1 
S + 
4 3 £ 
S~ 
3 4 ' . 
6 - 2 4 S? 3 4'« 
6 - 3 ">3f: 3M4 
6 - 4 31 u 4 5 5 
6 - 5 3 5 4 4 ? 4 
6 - 7 3 7 3 4 0 ^ 
& - H 3 6 4 ':"4l'"5 
6 - i 4 2 ^ 3 5 : 
^ -f' n 4 f » " ' " ""35-V 
6 - 1 1 4 1 1 3 ^ 5 
6 - 1 ? 3 '15 _ . ^ . . _ 
6 - 1 3 4 ,5 3 2 9 6 
7 - 1 I 9 9 5 7 f 
7 - 2 2 9 5 4.'t 5 
7 - 3 3rt£ "3.' -i 
7 - 4 4 0 * 3 6 3 
7 - 5 v 7 5 IC 3 
7 - 6 V7 3 4'1 7 
7 - B 6 6 2 '" 11 'T 
7 - 3 1 2 7 6 5 ? 
7 - i r . 4 0"' 3 7 6 
7 - 1 . 1 3 ? 4 3 7 2 
7 - 1 2 2 1 3 " ""431 
7 - 1 3 2 1 5 ^ 6 4 
Table 7f. Idem with 
variable 6. 
Table 7g. Idem 
with variable 7. 
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8 - 1 
8 - 2 
S. 
1 6 2 
2 5 8 
S 
6 1 3 
521 
8 - 3 
8 - 4 
3 4 9 
4 3 2 
43 0 
3 3 8 
8 - 5 
8 - 6 
7 0 9 
3 6 4 
68 
4 1 5 ' 
8 - 7 • 
8 - 9 
6 6 2 
10 8 
1 1 T , 
670 ; 
8 - 1 0 
S - l l 
4 3 9 
4 0 1 
3 3 6 
34 4 
8 - 1 2 
8 - 1 3 
1 3 6 
2 4 3 
5 5 7 
54 4 
Table 7h. Idem with 
variable 8.. 
! 9 ~ .:1 
9 - 2 
5 8 3 
4 8 7 
192 
292 
9 - 3 
9 - 4 
3 9 9 
3 3 2 
38 0 ' 
4 3 8 
9 - 5 
9 - 6 
1 0 2 
42 9 
6 75 
350 
9 - .7 
9 - 8 
1 2 7 
1 0 8 
6 5 2 
67 0 
, 9 - 1 0 
! 9 - 1 1 
3 3 8 
3 4 3 
4 3 7 
402 
| 9 - 1 2 
1 9-13 
5 3 1 
5 1 6 
162 
2 6 2 
Table 7i. Idem with 
variable 9. 
S S 
1 0 - 1 
1 0 - 2 
3 5 8 
3 2 6 
4 1 4 
.450 
1 0 - 3 
1 G - 4 
3 9 9 
4 2 1 
3 7 7 
3 4 6 
1 0 - 5 
1 0 - 6 
4 2 9 
4 1 8 
34 5 
3 5 8 
1 0 - 7 
1 0 - 8 
4 0 0 
4 3 9 
37S 
3 3 6 ' 
1 0 - 9 
1 0 - 1 1 
3 38 
5 1 4 
43-7 
2 2 8 
1 0 - 1 2 
1 0 - 1 3 
2 5 8 
4 1 4 
43 3 
361 
1 1 - 1 
1 1 - 2 
3 35 
3 2 1 
4 S 7 
4 2 5 
1 1 - 3 
1 1 - 4 v 
4 1 8 
36 7 
3 2 8 
371 
1 1 - 5 
1 1 - 6 
3 9 2 
4 1 1 
3 5 2 
3 3 5 
1 1 - 7 
1 1 - 8 
37 4 
4 0 1 
3 72 
3 1 4 
1 1 - 9 
1 1 - 1 0 
3 4 3 
5 1 4 
402 
2 2 8 
1 1 - 1 2 
! 1 1 - 1 3 
2 4 9 
4 4 6 
4 1 4 
2 9 9 
Table 7j. Idem with 
variable 10. Table 7k. Idem with 
variable 11. 
1 2 - 1 
•*12- 2 
5 5 3 
5 6 6 
1 3 9 
1 2 8 
1 2 - 3 
1 2 - 4 
4 2 2 
2 7 4 
2 7 2 
4 1 1 , 
1 2 - 5 
1 2 - "6 
1 5 0 
3 8 5 
5 4 2 , 
30*9 
1 2 - 7 
1 2 - . 8 
2 1 3 
1 3 6 
4 8 1 ! 
5 5 7 
1 2 - 9 
1 2 - 1 0 
5 3 1 
2 5 8 
1 6 2 
4 3 3 ' 
, 1 2 - 1 1 
1 2 - 1 3 
2 4 9 
4 2 2 
4 1 4 
2 71 
Table 71. Idem with 
variable 12. 
1 3 - 1 
' 1 3 - 2 
5 4 5 
4 7 0 
335 
3 0 9 
1 3 - 3 
1 3 - 4 
4 9 8 
3 3 4 
2 8 1 
4 3 6 ' 
1 3 - 5 
. 1 3 - 6 
2 2 2 
4 8 3 
55 5 
2 9 6 ' 
1 3 - 7 
1 3 - 8 
2 1 5 
2 3 4 
5 6 4 
54 4 
1 3 - 9 
i 1 3 - 1 0 
5 1 6 
4 1 4 
2 6 ? 
361 
1 3 - 1 1 
1 3 - 1 2 
4 4 6 
4 2 2 
2 9 9 
2 7 1 
T a b l e 7m. Idem w i t h 
v a r i a b l e 1 3 . 
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transport network correspond in 583 out of 780 cases with the pattern of 
fiscal income. The number of areas in which large fiscal incomes corres-
pond to a large index of cultural centres (variable 10) are rather the same 
with the one which have a small index of cultural centres. 
The same holds with variable 11 (index of the number of schools of various 
types). The comparison with variable 1 and 12 says that in many cases the 
areas in the neighbourhood of the centre of the Netherlands have a high 
fiscal income while the opposite occurs with the peripheral areas. The same 
conclusion can be drawn from the index of medical services. 
When the null hypothesis of overall independence in table 7 is assumed the 
corresponding Pearson's chi-squared test-statistic has 11 degrees of freedom. 
2 
Because the critical x value with 11 degrees of freedom and a = .05 
is 19.7 this means the null hypothesis of complete independence will be 
rejected in all of the above given tables 7(a) - (m) . The case of inde-
pendence would occur if there is a constant proportion between the number of 
concordant and discordant points through the pairs of variables. The conclu-
sion of table 8 will be that a log-linear model without interaction effects 
won't give a good fit because Pearson's chi-squared test-statistic will be 
rejected in all cases. 
The number of concordant and discordant points, as represented in table 
7(a) - (m), gives an impression about the agreement or disagreement between 
variables. It can be concluded for example, that variables 5, 7 and 8 are 
highly positive correlated because of the large number of concordant points. 
This can be explained by high population densities (variable 5), which corre-
sponds directly with high indices of industrialization and emission of pollu-
tants both related to regional area (variables 7 and 8). 
Next to it, the profile elements 5, 7 and 8 are related negatively to vari-
ables 1 and 9. 
In the above given tables (7) and (8), the log linear model (29) had been 
observed and tested. The main effects from the pairs of variables and the 
concordant points are presented by u.(i) and u„(j) respectively. 
Consider now a two-way table with two elements each, which consists of the 
number of concordant and discordant points with two variables. In this case 
variable 1, the fiscal income per capita, is the chosen variable and the number 
of concordant/discordant points from variable 1 and 2 is compared with the 
other variables by means of their measurement of concordance. Varibales 1 and 
2 are chosen because they are related positively with each other. This re-
lation can be compared with all other variables separately in a 2 * 2 contingen-
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cy table. The results are represented in table 9(a) - (k), 
S S total 
401 159 560 
S2 83 133 216 
total 484 292 776 
S4 S4 
+ -
S5 S5 
S6 S6 
S* 229 327 
S~ 79 132 
S* 113 447 
S~ 57 157 
S* 324 236 
S~ 112 104 
Table 9.a. Table 9.b. Table 9.c. Table 9.d. 
Concordant/discor- Idem with Idem with Idem with 
dant points with variable 2 and variable 2 variable 2 
variable 2 and 3 4 and 5 and 6 
S7 S7 S8 S8 s
+
 s" 
b9 b9 
s+ s" 
b10 b10 
S* 138 422 S* 101 458 S^ 426 133 S* 233 323 
S~ 61 155 S~ 61 155 S^ 157 59 S^ 125 91 
Table 9.e. Table 9.f. Table 9.g. Table 9.h. 
Idem with Idem with Idem with Idem with 
variable 2 and variable variable variable 
7 2 and 8 2 and 9 2 and 10 
sn sn 
+ -
S12 S12 
+ -
S13 S13 
S* 224 312 S* 472 46 S^ 398 162 
S~ 111 95 S~ 81 93 S~ 147 68 
Table 9.i. Table 9.j. Table 9.k. 
Idem with Idem with Idem with 
variable 2 variable variable 
and 11 2 and 12 2 and 13. 
Table 9.a. says that variable 2 has 560 concordant and 216 discordant poihts 
and when variables 1 and 3 are compared with each other there are 484 con-
cordant and 292 discordant points. The total number of concordant or dis-
cordant points are also represented by the cell-elements in table 7. Out of 
the 560 concordant points with variable 2, there are 401 which correspond 
with the concordant points of variable 3. 
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With the results from table 9(a) - (k), the following hierarchical log 
linear models will be tested : 
log n.. = y i=l,2 ; j = l,2 (30a) 
log n*. = p+.Hjd) i-1,2 ; j-1,2 (30b) 
log n = y + y (j) i-1,2 ; j-1,2 (30c) 
log n.. = y + Uj (i) + y2(j) i-1,2 ; j-1,2 (30d) 
log n.. = y + Uj(i) + y2(j) + w12(i,j) i-1,2 ; j-1,2 (30e) 
These log linear models are related directly with the following statistical 
hypotheses, which are respectively : 
* * 
p.. = p , or n.. = N/8 (31a) 
ij ij 
* * 
p.. = p. ,or n.. = n. (31b) 
ij i. ij i. 
p.. = p . , or n.. = n . V i,j ; i=l,2,; j=l,2 (31c) 
ij «j ij -j 
* p . . = p . p . , o r n * . = n . n . (31d) 
rij Fi.^.j ij i. .J 
p.. = p.. , or n.. = n. . (31e) 
*ij Kij ij ij-
The log linear models from 30(a) - (e) are called hierarchical models, 
bécause the inclusion of some order effects also assumes the inclusion of 
all lower order effects. This means that a model in which second-order 
effects (which is the interaction term y . in a 2x 2 table) are included, 
it is assumed that it also contains the main effects and the overall mean 
effect. The used goodness of fit statistic, to test whether the observed 
and expected frequencies are different in a statistically significant way, 
are Pearson's chi-squared and the likelihood ratio test statistics. These 
goodness of fit statistics for the log linear models 30(a) - (e) with the 
results from table 9(a) - (k) are represented in the following table. 
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Variables (30a) (30b) (30c) (30d) (30e) 
2 - 3 309.88 (277.71) 116.15 (119.78) 211.25 (229.71) 
2 - 4 187.55 (191.71) 30.59 ( 30.82) 155.90 (161.79) 
2 - 5 468.77 (422.00) 245.94 (261.71) 157.69 (163.95) 
2 - 6 172.62 (172.11) 14.12 ( 14.18) 154.33 (160.20) 
2 - 7 383.14 (351.18) 184.94 (193.25) 
2 - 8 503.51 (446.27) 268.90 (289.08) 
2 - 9 398.14 (364.84) 198.04 (207.65) 
2 -10 173.72 (175.01) 19.92 ( 20.01) 
2 -11 168.33 (167.79) 15.69 ( 15.76) 
2-12 695.92 (587.23) 351.17 (408.38) 292.35 (322.13) 
2 -13 313.42 (291.46) 128.49 (132.35) 154.02 (159.64) 
153.35 (158.97) 
159.65 (166.54) 
152.64 (158.22) 
162.59 (170.94) 
153.81 (160.79) 
73.12 (71.78) 0 
0.89 ( 0.90) 0 
3.77 ( 3.66) 0 
2.28 ( 2.88) 0 
1.06 ( 1.04) 0 
9.75 ( 9.34) 0 
1.04 ( 1.02) 0 
15.94 (15.94) 0 
8.79 ( 8.76) 0 
161.17 (143.28) 0 
0.54 ( 0.54) 0 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 
critical 
2
 i X -value 
(a = .05) 
7.81 5.99 5.99 3.84 
Table 10. Pearson's chi-square statistic and, between brackets, 
likelihood ratio test statistic with some hierarchical 
models. 
One of the conclusions we can draw from this table is that the models 30(a) -
(c) will be rejected in all of the 11 cases. So the null hypothesis of a 
hierarchical model with only one of the two possible main effects, i.e., 
either 31(b) or 31(c), will be rejected. From this can be concluded that 
model 30(a) also will be rejected. Generally, when a hierarchical model with 
i-th order effects will be rejected all other log-linear models of lower order 
will also be rejected. 
With either Pearson's chi-square statistic or the likelihood ratio test 
statistic, the conclusion from the fourth column in table 10 will be , that 
variable 2 is independent from variables 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 13 with reference 
variable 1 and level of significance a is 5 percent. Because of the large 
test statistic values, variables 3 and 12 are highly correlated with vari-
able 2 while the profile elements 8, 10 and 11 are also correlated with vari-
able 2. It should be noted that the test statistics are not equal to each 
other because the test statistics have a chi-square distribution asymptotic-
ally. The likelihood ratio test is preferred above the Pearson's chi-square 
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statistic because of its additive character. In that way a statistical 
test can be developed, to test whether the addition of one or more parameters 
in a hierarchical model gives an improvement of the model. Suppose for exam-
ple the following model : 
log n... - y + MjCi) (32a) 
sjeafc 
l og n £ . = y + y , ( i ) + y 2 ( j ) ' (32b) 
When the log linear model with profile elements 2 and 3 is observed, the 
likelihood ratio test statistics are 119.78 and 71.78 with 2 and 1 degrees 
of freedom, respectively. The difference, 119.78 - 71.78 = 48.00 , is also 
2 
asymptotically distributed as x with 1 degree of freedom and provides a 
conditional test of the hypothesis y„(j) = 0 . 
The additive character of the likelihood ratio test follows, in general, by : 
n. . n.. n** 
2 log X = 2 X. n. . log (-41) - 2 X. n. . log (—±1 -U-) = 
i>J iJ
 n*
 1
»J XJ
 n** n* 
ij ij ij 
** 
n. . n.. 
= 2 .1. n.. log (-ÏJ-) + 2 I n.. log (-^-) (33) 
i,j ij ë vn** i,j ij ë \ * 
ij ij 
The expected cell frequencies n. . are assumed under a log lmear model 
which is a special case of the hierarchical model with expected cell frequen-
cies n.. . The last term in formula (33) can be used to test whether the 
il 
differences between the expected values n.. and n.. are simply due to 
random variation, conditional that the true expected frequencies are n.. . 
The number of degrees of freedom are equal to the difference in degrees of 
freedom between the two models. 
From this follows that the likelihood ratio statistic from model (30a), say 
2 G (a), can be decomposed in the following additive terms: 
G2(a) = {G2(a) - G2(b)} + {G2(b) - G2(d)} + G 2(d), (34) 
2 . G (e) is zero because the likelihood ratio test value is zero in the 
saturated form by definition. When variables 2 and 3 are compared with 
each other, as represented in table 10, the decomposition formulea become: 
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277.71 = (277.71 - 119.78) + (119.78 - 71.78) + 71.78 (35) 
or 
277.71 = (277.71 - 229.71) + (229.71 - 71.78) + 71.78 (36) 
With the results from table 10, it is easy to see that the effects of adding 
extra terms is significant in all these cases with level of significance 
a = 5 percent. 
From the above follows that the fit of a model with the data can be re-
2 2 
resented by the G -test value. A large G value can be interpreted as a 
bad fit. Goodman (1972) interprets this likelihood ratio statistic as the 
variation in the log frequencies which are unexplained by the model. To 
have a measure which represents the relative improvement of a log linear 
model, analogous to the coëfficiënt of multiple correlation from regression 
analysis he determined : 
^ I ^  (37) 
G2(k) 
This coëfficiënt can be interpreted as the relative improvement of some 
hierarchical log linear model related to a model which contains less para-
meters. 
With the hierarchical models 30(a) - (e), where (a) and (b), (a) and (c), 
and (a) and (d) are compared with each other, the coëfficiënt (37) with the 
results from table 10 become : 
Variables 30 (a) -
 (b) 30 (a) - (c) 30 (a) - (d) 
2 - 3 0.569 0.173 0.742 
2 - 4 0.839 0.156 0.995 
2 - 5 0.380 0.611 0.991 
2 - 6 0.918 0.069 0.987 
2 - 7 0.450 0.547 0.997 
2 - 8 0.352 0.627 0.979 
2 - 9 0.431 0.566 0.997 
2 -10 0.886 0.023 0.909 
2 -1 1 0.906 0.042 0.948 
2 -12 0.305 0.451 0.756 
2 -13 0.546 0.452 0.998 
Table 11. Coëfficiënt of the relative improvement of a model. 
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The interval [0,1] is the range of possible values of this coëfficiënt. 
It attains its maximum value when some model has an exact fit with the 
observed data and it has value 0 when some model will not improve the 
goodness of fit related to the original model. When models 30(a) and (d) 
are compared with each other for variables 2 and 13, the coëfficiënt of the 
relative improvement is nearly 1. Independency between these variables can 
be concluded from this result, because the addition of a second-order inter-
action effect will not lead to a considerable improvement compared with 
model (30d). 
Estimation of Parameters in Log-linear Models 
In the above no attention had been paid to the y-terms, representing main-
effects and higher order effects. With a 2x2 contingency table table we 
are interested for example, in the difference u.'(l) - y„(2), when the first 
order effect is at level 1 and 2, respectively. From this can be tested 
whether the effect at level 1 on the log frequencies is significantly differ-
ent from the effect of being at level 2. 
The model in matrix terms for a two-way Ix J table with P parameters to be 
estimated is : 
y = X u + e (38) 
with estimation results : 
y = (X'X)"1 X'y (39) 
where 
y is a (Ix j) x i vector of log estimated frequencies. 
y is a P x 1 vector of parameters to be estimated. 
X i s a ( I x j ) x p design matrix with elements determined by the para-
meters required, 
and e is a (lx J) x 1 vector of error terms. 
With a 2x2 table the saturated model in matrix terms is (see also formula 
(30e) above) : 
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y 
log n*j 
log n*2 
log n*j 
log n*2 
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
W,(D 
y,(2) 
y2(D 
y2(2) 
y12(i2) 
M,2(2D 
y,2(22) 
(40) 
Each row in the design matrix X corresponds to the log-linear model for 
a particular cell element in the table. A value 1 is given when the corre-
sponding effect term contributes to the model and 0 other wise. From this 
follows the model for cell element (1,2) to be 
log n*2 = y + y,(l) + y2(2) + y12(12) (41) 
Because of the restrictions of the parameters, 
I yj(i) 
i 
I M2(j) £ y]2(ij) I y,2(ij) - 0, 
j 
(42) 
the model represented in formula (40) can be rewritten to 
— _ 
y l 
y2 
= 
y3 
/ 4 
log n*j 
log n*2 
log n*j 
log n*2 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 1 V 
-1 -1 h 
1 -1 h 
-1 1 
— 
h 
(43) 
or 
y = Z3 
3, correspond to differences 3, corresponds to y , while 3n , 3o and 
y.j('i) - yj(2) , y 2(D ~ v 2 ^ ' a n d y i 2 ^ n ^ ~ vl2(l2)> r e sP e c t i v ely- N o t e 
that the fourth column of the design matrix for 3/ (the second-order effects) 
is simply the product of the columns for the corresponding one-way effects. 
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The matrix Z is orthogonal, which means that any pair of columns of the 
Z matrix are perpendicular and have zero scalar product. Because of the 
orthogonality of the matrix Z , the matrix (Z'Z) for the saturated mod-
el (40) has the following simple form : 
1 
? Z?, 
1 il 
1 
\ z2 
1
 ip 
4 (44) 
and parameter estimates : 
6 J - ir-r 
i=l ij 
(.1, Z.. y.) 
1=1 IJ 'ï' 
j=l,...,I + J (45) 
so that implies 
3j = j {log n*j + log n*2 + log n*j + log n*2> 
1 
32 = -4 {l°g n*j + l°g n*2 ~ l°g n*i " lo8 n*2^ 
33 = j {log n*j - log n*2 + log n*j - log n*2> 
^4 ° "4 {lü8 n*j ~ log n*2 " lo8 n*l + log n*2^ 
(46) 
The 3 terms can be rewritten uniquely in terms of y elements, which 
follows simply by substitution : 
3, = y 
3, 
v,0) = 
P2(D = 
M,2(I1) 
-y,(2) 
-y2(2) 
(47) 
= -M12(12) -P12(21) = yI2(22) 
In a three way table every category consists of two observations, the satu-
rated log-linear model can be redefined in terms of 3 parameters by means 
of : 
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log n * n = y+y1(l)+y2(l)+y3(l)+y]2(ll)+y13(ll)+y23(H)+y123(lll) = 
= 8 , + 8„ + 3., + 8, + 3^ + 6, + 3, + 8„ 
Mj M 2 ^3 W^ Mg ^g V-j Hg 
log n*J2 = y+y1(l)+y2(l)+y3(2)+y12(ll)+y13(12)+y23(12)+y]23(112) = 
= 31 +h + h~\ + h-K-h~h 
log n*21 = y+y1(l)+y2(2)+y3(l)+y12(12)+y]3(ll)+y23(21)+y123(121) = 
= 8, + 8 2 - 8 3 + 8 4 - 8 5 + 3 6 - 8 7 - 3 8 
log n*22 = y+y1(l)+y2(2)+y3(2)+y12(12)+y]3(12)+y23(22)+y123(122) = 
- 8, + 3 2 - 8 3 - 34 - 8 5 - 36 + 8 7 + 3g 
log n* n = y+y](2)+y2(l)+y3(l)+y]2(21)+y]3(21)+y23(ll)+y123(211) = (48) 
- 8, - 3 2 + 8 3 + 8 4 - 8 5 - 3 6 + 87 - 3g 
log n*12 - y+y](2)+y2(l)+y3(2)+y12(21)+y]3(22)+y23(12)+y123(212) = 
"
 31 " 32 + 33 " 34 " 35 + 36 " 37 + 38 
log n*21 = y+y1(2)+y2(2)+y3(l)+y]2(22)+y]3(21)+y23(21)+y123(221) = 
= 8, - 3 2 - 8 3 + 8 4 + 35 - 8 6 - 3 ? + Bfi 
log n*22 = y+y](2)+y2(2)+y3(2)+y12(22)+y13(22)+y23(22)+y123(222) = 
= 3, - 8 2 - 8 3 - 3 4 + 35 + 3 6 + 87 - 3 8 
(1)1 (2) -1 I (3) 1 l— (4) 1 
(1) overall mean effect 
(2) main/first order effects 
(3) second order interaction effects ' 
(4) third order interaction effect. 
With the linear relationships in (48), the 8 terms can be rewritten in 
terms of the log expected frequencies, i.e., 
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(49) 
*1 = \ {log 
4 {iog 
- \ {log 
- i {log 
= 1 {log 
\ - \ {log 
h - i {log 
h = \ {log 
n* 
j+log n*12+log n*2]+log n*22+log 
j+log n*12+log n*2 +lo.g n*22-log 
,+log n*]2~log n*2]-log n*22+log 
-log n*12+log n*2]-log n*22+log 
+log n*12~log n*2J-log n*22-log 
-log n*12+log n*21-log n*22-log 
-log n*12-log n*2j+log n*22+log 
-log n*]2-log n*2j+log n*22-log 
n* jj+log 
n*>j j-log 
n*jj+log 
^,,-log 
n*,,-log 
n*]2+log 
n212 - 1° 8 
n212~ l o g 
n*,2+log 
n*,2+log 
n221+1°S 
n*2,-log 
222 
222J 
n*2]-log n*00} 
n*21-log 
n*2j+log 
n' 
222J 
* } 222; 
222 } 
n|jj+log n*]9-log n*0,+log n*00} 
n^jj-log 
122"log n*ll + l 0 g 
212 
n*,2-log 
n*,2+log 
221 
n*2,+log 
n|21-log 
222J 
222 } 
222J 
Goodman (1972) shows that the variance of the parameter estimates (46) and 
(49) are, respectively 
2 -L 
S = .1. 16/log n*. (50) 
and 
2 r -L S - . r . 64/log n*.. i,j,k ö ijk (51) 
These variances can be used to test the hypothesis that some 3. = 0 . 
In the same way the significance of the first and higher order effects can 
be tested, by means of (47) and (50). In the following table the parameter 
estimates of 3 with their Standard error for the data from table (9a)- (k) 
are represented. These estimates are determined by the saturated log linear 
model (40). 
Variable 3 3, 3, Standard error 
2-3 
2-4 
2-5 
2-6 
2-7 
2-8 
2-9 
2-10 
2-11 
2-12 
2-13 
5.093 0.438 2.559 
5.119 0.493 2.224 
4.982 0.433 1.931 
5.152 0.470 2.420 
5.032 0.454 2.009 
4.974 0.397 1.911 
5.020 0.453 2.574 
5.142 0.472 2.253 
5.105 0.473 2.233 
4.728 0.265 2.814 
5.071 0.466 2.527 
0.349 
0.039 
-0.090 
0.061 
-0.046 
-0.145 
0.046 
-0.161 
-0.122 
0.617 
0.032 
O 
1) 
1) 
1) 
1) 
1) 
0.042 
0.042 
0.047 
0.040 
0.045 
0.047 
0.046 
0.041 
0.041 
0.054 
0.043 
Table 12. Parameter estimates with their Standard errors. 
1). Not significant beyond the 5 per cent level. 
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The ratio between the estimated value and its Standard error is approxi-
mately normally distributed with mean zero and unit variance for large 
sample size under the hypothesis of zero parameter estimate. With level 
of significance a = 5 per cent, the critical value of this ratio is equal 
to 1.96. 
In the first model where the number of concordant and discordant points with 
profile elements 2 and 3 are compared with each other, the differences between 
the main effects, i.e., u (1) - y (2) = 2 3 = 0.876 and u (1) - y„(2) = 
= 2 3o = 5.018 respectively with Standard error 0.042. 
The conclusion will be that both main effects are significant with this level 
of significance. In the same way the main effects with all other models are 
also significant. With variables 2 and 3, the difference between second order 
effects, u (11) - u (12) = 2 3 = 0.698, with Standard error 0.042, is 
also significant. From this can be measured the interaction effects between 
the variables which is, with variables 2 and 3, equal to 0.349. 
The conclusion from table 10 that variable 2 has no interaction terms with 
profile elements 4, 5, 6, 7,9 and 13 is in agreement with the test result of 
zero interaction terms from table 12. 
F« Contingency Tables and Information Theory 
In the previous sections two goodness of fit statistics for log linear model 
analyses in contingency tables were developed. Pearson's chi-square and the 
likelihood ratio test statistic were used to test whether a set of elements 
are in agreement with some chosen null hypothesis and underlying log linear 
model. Special attention was given to the likelihood ratio test statistic, 
2 . . . . . 
called G , because of its additive characteristics. 
The improvement of hierarchical log linear models when more interaction effects 
are added, has been tested by means of the likelihood ratio test statistic. 
In this section some hierarchical log linear models with their corresponding 
statistical hypotheses about the relationship between the variables, are re-
lated to measures of information and association. 
To start the description of information theory the entropy or expected in-
formation content has been developed (a broad description of entropy models 
can be found in Nijkamp, 1978; Snickars, 1977; Theil, 1967, 1979; Willekens, 
1980). Suppose their are N events E.,...,E with probabilities of occur-
N I N 
rence p ,...,p and .E. p. = 1. If some event, say E. , has probability 
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of occurrence, say , .99 we would not be surprised if it really did occur, 
while the complement message would be unexpected. From this follows that 
the extreme values of p. (i.e., close to 0 or 1) will give small values 
of the measure of information. But, if all events have the same probabil-
ities of occurrence, i.e., TT , the information content attains its max-
imum value. By means of these characteristics from the probabilities of 
occurrence, the entropy of these N events is defined by : 
H = j , p.h (p.) 
N 
= "JIJ Pi log P£ (52) 
When some event has probability of occurrence 1, all other events have, 
by definition, a zero probability of occurrence. In this case all informa-
tion about the events is available when the event with probability 1 is 
known . The entropy attains its maximum value, log N , if all events have 
the same probability of occurrence, — . 
The entropy measure (37) can be generalized to multivariate distributed 
samples. Consider for example a bivariate distribution with probabilities 
p.. and entropy measure 
H (xy) = -.1, .1, p.. log p.. (53) 
3
 1=1 j = l rij ö *ij 
The minimum value of H is zero if one of the events has probability of 
occurrence 1 and the maximum value is log IJ when all p..'s are equal 
t0
 IJ 
1 1J 
The entropy of this bivariate distributed sample can be rewritten as a sum 
of the entropies from the marginal distributions and a remaining term by 
I J 
H (xy) = .1 .1 p.. log 1 i=l j = l *ij ~ö
 Pij 
= • ?- i£. Pa log zr-t + ,•?, :?i P-: •, io 
l i l i • i 
O 
iÈl j = l *ij - B ^ -, -, yt. - B p (54) 
1 • • J 
I J Pj4 V^-
.Z, .1, p.. log ï J — = H(x) + H(y) - I lp., log — H — 
If some event has zero probability, its contribution to the entropy 
measure is also 0, because lim x log x = 0, which follows from L'Hopital's 
rule. x-» 0 
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The term which remains is called the expected mutual information from x 
and y , represented by I(xy). The following relationship between I(xy) 
. . . 2 
and the likelihood ratio statistic, ï.e. G , is easy to prove: 
I (xy) -= II i ! ü 
P.-4 lo8 * 2 N 
2 £ £ n. . log 
i J ij 
n. ü 
* 
n. . 
ij 
2 N 
(55) 
with n*. the expected cell frequencies under the hypothesis of mutual 
independence, and sample size N . When variables x and y are inde-
pendent, it has been seen before that the likelihood ratio test statistic 
is equal to zero while I (xy) will be also zero by formula (55). 
From this follows that I (xy) can be interpreted as a measure of dependence 
between the variables x and y in a bivariate sample. 
With the likelihood ratio test statistic results from the log linear model 
30(d) in table 10 the measure of information I (xy) from (55) becomes :< 
variables 2-3 2-4 2-5 2-6 2-7 2-8 2-9 2-10 2-11 2-12 2-13 
I(xy) 0.046 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.006 0.001 0.010 0.006 0.104 0.000 
Table 13. Mutual information with different pairs of profile elements. 
G. Empirical Tests and Estimation Results with Three-way Contingency 
Tables. 
In the above, some log linear models have been estimated and tested. The 
expected cell frequencies were obtained directly by means of a maximum likeli-
hood estimation procedure. In this section some statistical hypotheses with 
three-way contingency tables will be tested, and the corresponding log linear 
models estimated. The conclusion from table 10 is that the profile elements 
2 and 3 (with profile element 1 as reference point) are highly related to each 
other, because the null hypothesis of mutual independence had been rejected. 
The 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table in this section consists of the concordant and 
discordant points of profile elements 2, 3 and the other variables successively. 
The hierarchical log linear models to be tested are, successively: 
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log n* = y (56a) 
log n* = y + Pj(i)+ y2(j)+ y3(k) (56b) 
log n* = y + u,(i)+ y2(j)+ y3(k)+ y12(ij) (56c) 
log n*.k = y + Uj(i)+ y2(j)+ y3(k)+ yJ2(ij)+ yJ3(ik) (56d) 
log rif = y + yj(i)+ y2(j)+ y3(k)+ y12(ij)+ yJ3(ik)+ y23(jk) (56e) 
These five log linear models hold for all values of (i,j,k), with i,j,k = 1, 
The maximum likelihood estimates of the expected cell frequencies with sample 
size N , are respectively : 
n* - ? V i,j,k (57a) ijk 8 
n. n . n , 
*•• -J- --k 
u i j k N 
n i j k = 
n . . n , i j . . . k 
N 
nf., i j k = 
n . . n . , i .1 . ï . k 
n . 
1 . . 
nt. 
i j -
= n . . 
i j -
V i,j,k (57b) 
V i,j,k (57c) 
V i.j.k (57d) 
n*.. = n ., > 
• jk .ik J 
1
 • i = n - i ï.k ï.k 
V i.j.k (57e) 
The first model assumes that the cell frequencies are distributed equally 
through the 8 elements. Model (57b) considers that there are no interaction 
effects between the variables, i.e., all variables are mutual independent to 
each other. Model (57c) assumes that the first variable is pairwise inde-
pendent from the second and third. Model (57d) assumes independence between 
the second and third variable at each level of the first variable. The last 
model supposes that there is no third-order interaction effect between the 
variables. 
It had been shown (see Birch, 1963) that the marginal totals are sufficiënt 
statistics. For example, in a hierarchical log-linear model in the three-way 
table, where third-order effects are assumed to be zero (i.e., y]?o = 0) » 
as in (56e), the sufficiënt statistics are N, n. , n . , n , , n.. , n. , ,n 
i . . . i . . . k i i . i . k 
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Because of a hierarchical log-linear model the minimal set of sufficiënt 
statistics are n.. , n. , and n ., . ij. ï.k . jk 
A very simple iterative method to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the 
expected cell elements, is an iterative scaling procedure (see also Payne, 
1977). This procedure makes use of the minimal set of sufficiënt statistics. 
When a model like (56e) is assumed, the maximum likelihood estimates ii.... 
' ijk 
must satisfy three constraints. These constraints immediately follow from 
the sufficiënt statistics and are : 
n.. = n.. 
ij . ij . 
Si.k " ni.k V £'j'k (58) 
.jk = n ., 
•Jk 
The iterative procedure starts with initial values n.. = 1 for every 
cell element. The above given constraints lead to the following iterative 
procedure in stage s . 
r.^  i ~(3s+l) ~(3s) ij.
 u . . . ,cn N 
Step 1. n = n ' -fa Vi,j,k (59a) 
J J
 n. . 
ij-
C(.on 9 s(3s+2) _ s(3s+l) i.k . . (zau\ 
Step 2. n - n V i,j ,k (59b) 
J J
 n; , 
i.k 
r.^  o ^(3s+3) ^(3s+2) .jk w • • ,
 /c„ N 
Step 3. n = n - f a ^ Vx.j.k (59c) J
 n ., 
•Jk 
These three steps represent the first cycle of the iteration. When the 
difference between successive estimates of n.., for each cell element is 
ijk 
less than a preliminary chosen small value, say 0.01 the iteration proce-
dure is stopped, and convergent solutions are obtained. When the stop 
criterium will not hold then s+1-» s , and start again with step 1 until 
the convergent criterium holds for all elements n.., . 
When the number of concordant and discordant points with variables 2, 3 and 
4 are determined the cell elements n.., wi 
ijk 
in the following 2x2x2 contingency table 
 th i,j,k = 1,2 can be represented 
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total 
106 72 20 42 240 
243 84 43 89 459 
total 349 156 63 131 699 
Table 14. 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table with profile elements 2, 3 and 4. 
Profile element 2 has 505 concordant and 194 discordant points, which follows 
from formulae (26) - (27) in section d. As has been computed in the same way, vari-
able 3 has 412 concordant and 287 discordant points and with variable 4 there 
are 240 concordant and 459 discordant points. 
Table 15(a) - (j) represents the 2 x 2 x 2 contingency tables with expected 
cell frequencies in lexicographic order when the null hypotheses 57(a) - (e) 
are assumed respectively. The tables also contain the Pearson's chi-square 
statistic and likelihood ratio test statistic, the number of degrees of 
freedom and the critical chi-square value with the level of significance 
equal to 95 percent. 
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.
 x J k 
—*-ie6»-S-
- — • 7 2 » O 
(a) 
- *^-- fW*T" 
• 8 7 . 4 
- * 8 * » 4 -
(bl 
« 1 1 - TV 'V 
• 1 0 2 - 2 -
+ 1 9 5 . 5 
—+-71 . 2 
+ 8 4 . o 
- * 2 0 - » 0 -
• 8 7 * 4 • 1 3 6 . 2 
( c ) 
•-1-19.-8-
• 2 2 9 . 2 
—+-S3.& 
• 10 2 . 4 
"^"2-i «rfe— 
+ 4 3 . 0 • 8 7 * 4 
• 87^-4-
• 7 5 . 1 
-+-2^7.-3-
• 8 9 . 0 + 8 7 . 4 
X 382.08 
S? 325.38 
d.f. 7 
crit.value 14.07 
iterations 
^ • 5 2 . 3 
88 .45 
8<?.78 
• 4 
9.49 
• 4 1 . 4 
— - H U T T O -
• 8 6 . 0 
12.58 
12 .23 
3 
7.81 
(d) 
+ 123»& 
• 2 2 6 . 0 
-*55-«--Q-~ 
+ 1 0 1 . 0 
— • 2 Ö - . 1 -
• 4 2 . 9 
—+4-1-•r9-
+ 8 9 . 1 
( e ) 
• 1 1 Q . 3 -
• 2 3 8 . 7 
- • 6 7 . 7 
• 8 8 . 3 
— • 1 5 . 7 -
+ 4 7 . 3 
- • 4 6 . 3 -
• 8 4 . 7 
11.77 
11.56 
2 
5 .99 
2 .98 
2.91 
1 
3 .84 
5 
Table 15.a. 2»2«2 table with profile elements 2, 3 and 4. 
n ijk (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
• €0 . -8 - • 9 - 1 . 5 +5-6» 3 — H55-.6 + 6 1 . 1 - + 6 5 - . 9 
• 2 3 5 . C + 9 1 . 5 + 2 6 5 . 5 • 3 0 9 . 4 • 3 1 3 . 9 • 30 9 . 1 
— • 2 - 7 . 5 -+9- ln .5--~ — • 3 - 7 . 1 — +--2T-.8 -— •• • 2 5 ^ , 9 - - • 2 1 . 1 
• 1 3 2 . 0 + 9 1 . 5 • 1 7 5 . 2 • 1 3 1 . 2 • 1 3 3 . 1 • 1 3 7 . 9 
—+-2-2-.-Q- -•-91 «6 - +-20.-9- Hr-1.5-- -—- + 1 3 . 7 • 1 6 . 1 
+ 4 4 . 0 + 9 1 . 5 + 9 8 . 4 + 5 4 . 5 +5 2 . 3 + 4 9 . 9 
—•4J9*-fl^ —+91-.5-— *"i"3"s8 -—+*23èi ' 
— • - 2 7 * 3 -- • 2 4 . 9 
+ 1 1 3 . 0 • 9 1 . 5 • 6 4 . 9 • 1 0 8 . 9 • 1 0 4 . 7 • 1 0 7 . 1 
2 
X 760.11 90 .59 12.96 9 .69 7 .08 
G2 619.85 92 .55 11.15 9 .26 6 .89 
i tera t ions 5 
Table 15.b. Idem with profile elements 2, 3 and 5. 
n 
+ 1 7 4 . 0 
-*-9-7*0— 
• 6 2 . 0 
-.-,,,.-••^f..rj.^ll^j ... ... 
+ 4 U 0 
-+70.-0-
+ 6 3 * 0 
(a) 
• 7 6 . 3 
- * 7 6 - * 3 -
+ 7 6 . 3 
+ 7 6 . 3 
•76«r3 
"(b) 
- +94»-&-
+ 1 1 9 . 4 
- - + 8 7 ^ 1 -
+ 10 9 . 7 
—•45^-9-
( c ) 
- + t l W 5 -
• 1 4 0 . 5 
-+-70.-4 
+ 8 8 . 6 
(d) 
-*-lfl-7,-3-
+ 1 4 4 . 7 
- + 6 7 . 7 
+ 9 1 . 3 
+ 5 7 . 8 
• 7 6 . 3 • 5 3 . 1 
-*-29^2 —+-31 .-5 -
+ 3 6 . 8 + 3 4 . 5 
•5Ö- .9 ^6-3^5-
• 7 4 . 1 + 6 9 . 5 
( e ) 
+ 8 2 . 6 -
• 1 6 9 . 4 
• 9 2 . 4 
• 6 6 . 6 
•—•-20.-4" 
+ 4 5 . 6 
• ^ 4 . 6 
+ 5 8 . 4 
187.22 
169.04 
84.42 
84.64 
41.03 
41.52 
39.86 
40.07 
3.04 
2.99 
iterations 
Table 15.c. Idem with profile elements 2, 3 and 6 . 
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n . . , i j k ( a ) ~(b) ( c ) (d) ( e ) 
- ^ ' • é -7 .3 - • ^ 0 , 1 - • 6 2 . 2 '' + 7 2 . 7 + 7-0.3 +7 3 . 5 Tab le 15 .d . 
+ 2 9 7 . 0 • 9 0 . 1 + 2 4 9 , 0 + 2 9 1 . 3 + 2 9 3 . 7 • 2 9 0 . 5 
•+3-4vü- •- + 9 0 * 1 •••• + 4 2 . 3 • 3 1 * 8 — • 3 0 . 7 • 2 - 7 , 5 . - . 2 * 2 x 2 
+ 1 2 5 . 0 + 9 0 . 1 + 16 9 . 5 + 1 2 7 . 2 + 1 2 8 . 3 • 1 3 1 . 5 t a b l e w i t h 
• +-22-1.-4- - +9-0 . 1 •-2 3 .S - - • 1-3-rO + 1 4 . 1 + 1 5 . 5- - p r o f i l e + * 3 . G + 9 0 . 1 + 9 4 . 3 • 5 2 . 0 • 5 0 . 9 + 4 9 . 5 
- + 2-Jh« C • •-+9 0*1 +-16. 0 + 2 6 . 6 + 2 8 . 9 + 2 7 . 5 ,. e l ements 
« 1 1 2 . 0 • 9 0 . 1 +6(4 .2 . + 1 0 6 . 4 + 1 0 4 . 1 • 10 5 . 5 2 , 3 and 7 
2 
X 663.71 88 .12 10.04 9 .00 8 .00 
G2 545.93 89 .34 9.14 8 .63 7.77 
i t e r a t i o n s 4 
"ijk 
+ 5 6 . Ö 
+ 32 8 . 0 
(a ) 
- + 9 . 3 . 5 
+ 9 3 . 5 
(b) (c ) 
- +6-9.-3 -
+ 3 1 4 . 7 
(d) 
+ 5 9 . 5 
• 3 2 4 . 5 
(e ) 
- * 5 9 « « 
+ 2 7 1 . 4 
• 6 1 . 6 
• 3 2 2 . 4 
Table 15 . e . 
• • 2 8 . 0 +9 3.-5 - •-3-8.1 + 2 - 8 . 5 • 2 4 . 5 • 2 2 . 4 Idem w i t h 
+ 1 3 0 . 0 + 9 3 . 5 + 1 7 2 . 8 • 1 2 9 . 5 + 1 3 3 . 5 + 1 3 5 . 6 p r o f i l e 
+-25.-4 - + 9 3 . 5 + 2 2 . 7 + 13- .2 • •1-8 .1 • 1 9 . 4 ^ 
+ 4 8 . 0 +9 3 . 5 +10 3 . 1 • 5 9 . 8 • 5 4 . 9 • 5 3 . € e lements 
* 3 & . € • + 9 3 . 5 + 1 4 . 5 + 2 4 » 0 • 3 2 . 9 + 3 1 . € 2 , 3 and 8 
• 10 7 . 0 + 9 3 . 5 • 6 5 . 7 • 1 0 9 . C • 1 0 0 . 1 + 1 0 1 . 4 
2 
X 786.31 90 .22 16.28 6.31 5.79 
G2 616.41 92 .15 14.39 6 .15 5 .65 
i t e r a t i o n s 4 
n . .. 
i j k (a) (b) (c ) (d) ( e ) 
+9-8. Q +6 8 . 4 + 1 0 9 . 2 + 1 3 1 . 1 • 1 2 7 . 6 + 9 5 . 5 Tab le 15 . f 
+ 1 0 4 , 0 
+ 1 3 0 . 0 
+ € .8 .4 
• - 6 8 . 4 
• 5 9 . 1 
+ 1 5 5 . 1 
+ 7 0 . 9 
• 1 0 3 . 2 
• 7 4 . 4 
• 1 9 0 . 4 
+ 1 0 6 . 5 
• 1 3 2 . 5 
Idem w i t h 
• 2 9 . 0 • 6 8 . 4 + 6 7 . 6 • 5 5 . 8 • 5 8 . 6 • 2 6 . 5 p r o f i l e 
+ 1 9 . - 0 • • * . 8 . 4 • 5 6 . 3 • 3 4 . 4 + 3 6 . 2 • -+21*5 . e l ements 
• 3 4 . 0 + 6 8 . 4 • 3 0 . 4 + 1 8 . 6 + 1 6 . 8 + 3 1 . 5 2 , 3 and 9 
+ 10 8 . 0 •t>8 .4 • 6 4 * 4 • 8 6 . 3 • 9 0 . 8 •10-5 . 5 
• 2 5 . 0 *^R . 4 • 3 4 . 9 + 4 6 . 7 • 4 2 . 2 + 2 7 . 5 
2 
X 213 .03 114.93 78.80 78 .25 1.22 
G2 227.36 118.55 80 .36 78 .94 1.23 
i t e r a t i o n s 6 
n . .. i j k (a ) (b) ( c ) (d) ( e ) 
•-9 6 . 0 • « 3 . 9 - + 1 0 3 . 2 + 1 2 1 . 8 +ïïaT2 • 9 8 . 6 
+ 2 2 2 . 0 + 8 3 . 9 + 1 6 6 . 3 • 1 9 6 . 2 + 2 1 5 . 8 • 2 1 9 . 4 
+-57. 0 + 8 3 . 9 • 79 . 1 + 6 0 . 5 • 5 0 . 8 + 5 4 . 4 
+ 1 0 1 . 0 ' + 8 3 . 9 • 1 2 7 . 4 + 9 7 . 5 • 1 0 7 . 2 + 1 0 3 . 6 
+ 3 4 . 0 + 8-3.9 + 4 2 . 3 + 2 3 . 7 • 3 3 . 1 + 3 1 . 4 
+ 2 8 . 0 + 3 3 . 9 • 6 8 . 1 • 3 8 . 3 • 2 8 . 9 + 3 0 . 6 
+ 7 0 . 0 • + 8 3 . 9 +•32 .4 + 5 0 . 9 • 7 0 . 9 + 7 2 . 6 
• 6 3 . 0 *83.<* + 5 2 . 2 • 8 2 . 1 • 6 2 . 1 + 6 0 . 4 
2 
X 315.69 101.95 27 .92 1.76 0 .92 
G2 267.37 97.07 27.61 1.74 0 .92 
i t e r a t i o n s 4 
Table 15.g. Idem with profile elements 2, 3 and 10. 
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n i j k 
+40-3*0 
+ 2 0 6 . 0 
—-M^-^^Q— 
+ 1 0 6 . 0 
—*3-3»0— 
• 2 3 . 0 
—+55v8— 
+ 1 2 , 0 
( a ) 
M*0 «r3~ 
+ 8 0 . 3 
+8-0Tr3 
• eo.3 
+«-0«3— 
• 8 0 . 3 
+8-0*3— 
• 8 0 .3 
305 .59 
272 .62 
(b) 
- + 9 5 * 5-
• 1 6 5 - 4 
--+7-2-«H5-~ 
+ 1 2 5 . 6 
+ 3 8 * 1 -
+ 6 6 . 0 
*2B-m^— 
( c ) (d) 
+ 5 0 . 1 
86 .62 
91 .26 
+413- . l r -
+ 1 9 5 . 9 
- - + 5 4 . 9 — 
+ 9 5 . 1 
- + 2 0 « 5— 
+ 3 5 . 5 
- + 4 6 . 5 -
+ 8 0 . 5 
19 .33 
18 .84 
+ 9 9 . 0 
+ 2 1 0 . 0 
-+4». e 
• 10 2 . 0 
• - 2 6 . 9 
• 2 9 . 1 
+ 6 1 . 1 • 
+ 6 5 . 9 
4 . 5 4 
4 . 5 6 
(e) 
• 1 0 5 .9- -
• 2 0 3 . 1 
• 4 1 . 1 -
• 1 0 8 . 9 
+ 3 ^ . 1 
+ 2 5 . 9 
• + 5 7-.9-
+ 6 9 . 1 
1.30 
1.30 
T a b l e 1 5 . h . 
2 x 2 x 2 
t a b l e w i t h 
p r o f i l e 
elements 
2, 3 and 11 
iterations 
i j k 
*42®-^Q 
+ 3 4 . 0 
• ^ 3 - 7 » » 
( a ) 
+ 5 8 . 7 
* w r r — 
+ 1 2 . 0 
—*f?. 0-
+ 5 8 . 7 
+ 3 9 . 0 + 5 8 . 7 
+ 5 4 . Ö • 5 8 . 7 
X 292.08 
G2 296.43 
iterations 
(b ) 
-+-96^& 
+ 4 0 . 6 
+ 4 2 - 3 ^ 0 -
+ 5 1 . 6 
-+4-9-*0-
+2 0 . 6 
+6 2 « 3 -
+ 2 6 . 1 
129.60 
157.56 
(c) 
-+4-1-4»*-
+ 4 8 . 2 
-+-1-0-4,-9— 
+ 4 4 . 1 
—•-34 ,0 -~ 
+ 1 3 . 0 
- -+80» 3-- -
• 3 3 . 7 
130'. 10 
131.50 
(d) 
-+13-9^0 - -
• 2 4 . 0 
- + l - 2 7 » 0 
+ 2 2 . 0 
- - + 4 & . 1 
• 2 5 . 9 
—+46-«-9-
+ 6 7 . 1 
32.48 
35.75 
(e) 
+ 1 2 6 . 3 -
• 3 7 . 0 -
-+440.-9--
• 9 . 0 
— +-8»0-
• 3 6 . 0 
- + 5 - 7 . 0 
• 5 7 . 0 
2 . 9 8 
3 .06 
13 
Table 15.i. Idem with profile elements 2, 3 and 12. 
n 
i j k 
+ 4 4 2 « 0 
( a ) (b ) 
+ 9 2 . 0 
+ 7 0 * 0 
*4 0.0 
+ 1 7 . 0 
-+01» 0 
+ 5 1 . 0 
" ^ T ' C B ' u " 
+ 7 2 . 8 
-+-r-2«-8--
+ 7 2 . 8 
+ 72»8 
+ 72 .8 
-+-72-»8-
* 7 2 . 8 
139.65 
147.52 
-+118-.-6-
* 7 7 . 7 
-+4-18^8-
+ 7 7 . 7 
-»5-7-,gr-r. 
+ 3 7 . 3 
-+5-7-*-2— 
+ 3 7 . 3 
46.58 
48.70 
(c) 
• 4 4 1 . 5 
+ 9 2 . 5 
—M^fr .2 — 
+ 6 2 . 8 
- + 3 4 . 5 — 
+ 2 2 . 5 
—+-79T. -8— 
+ 5 2 . 2 
3 .64 
3.71 
(d) 
•+1-37. 5 
• 9 6 . 5 
^••+93* 5 -
+ 6 5 . 5 
- + 3 6 - . 5 -
+ 2 0 . 5 
+f r4*5-
+ 4 7 . 5 
2 .21 
2 . 2 3 
i t e r a t i o n s 
(e) 
+ 1 4 3 . 3 
+ 9 0 . 7 
- + 8 7 . 7 -
• 7 1 . 3 
+38% 7-
+ 1 8 . 3 
• 8 r 2 ö 3 
+ 4 9 . 7 
0.25 
0.25 
4 
Table 15.j. Idem with profile elements 2, 3 and 13 . 
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In all of the above 10 cases, the null hypothesis of mutual independence 
is rejected with level of significance ot = 5 per cent. Next to it, the 
addition of the interaction effect between profile element 2 and 3 
will give a significant improvement in all of the above log linear models. 
This conclusion is in agreement with the results from section D (see also 
table 10), where the null hypothesis of mutual independence between variables 
2 and 3 is rejected. 
When model (56c) and (d) are compared with each other, i.e. the addition of 
an interaction term between the first and third variable we get a statistical 
significant improvement with profile elements 8, 10, 11 and 12. Next to it, 
no significant improvements are obtained when the interaction effects between 
variables 3 and 7, 3 and 8, 3 and 10, 3 and 11, 3 and 13 have been added. 
It has to be noted that the number of iterations which are necessary to obtain 
iterative maximum likelihood estimates, are in all of the above cases rather 
small. 
In the following the estimation results are given. They are determined by 
formula (49) where the expected frequencies n*. are determined by the 
saturated model. These 3 estimates are related with to the first and higher 
order effects by means of the following relationships : 
3j = v (60a) 
32 = yj(D = -y,(2) (60b) 
33 = u2(l) = -u2(2) (60c) 
34 = y3(l) = -y3(2) (60d) 
35 = y12(ll) - -M,2(12) - -y,2(21) - y]2(22) (60e) 
36 = V13(ll) = -y1302) - -^i3(21) = y i 3 ( 2 2 ) (60f) 
3? = y23(10 = -^23(12) - -y23(21) = M23(22) (60g) 
38 = y,23(Hl) = -u,23<112) = -y]23(121) = y]23(122) = 
= y (221) = -y]23(222) (60h) 
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The overall mean effect is represented by |3. , and the first order or 
main effects are represented by parameters 3 7 » 3o and 3/ • The 
parameters 3- , 3/- and 37 represent the interaction or second order 
effects and the third order effect in a 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table is 
represented by 30 • *t i-s easy to see that the standardization constraints, 
o 
as given in (23) hold with these effect terms. The Standard error of the 
3 estimates is determined by the square root of (51). 
Vari-
ables 
31 h 03 \ h h h h Standard 
error 
2-3-4 4.2309 0.4851 -0.0025 -0.3125 0.3648 0.0666 -0.0862 -0.0826 0.030 
2-3-5 4.0716 0.4348 0.1090 -0.7152 0.3081 -0.0961 0.1273 -0.1451 0.032 
2-3-6 4.1927 0.3617 -0.0807 -0.0930 0.2841 0.0043 -0.2312 -0.0812 0.030 
2-3-7 4.1085 0.4547 0.0791 -0.6419 0.3068 -0.0559 0.1021 -0.1489 0.032 
2-3-8 4.1299 0.3746 0.0972 -0.6713 0.3074 -0.1545 0.0663 -0.1243 0.032 
2-3-9 3.9795 0.3865 -0.0545 0.2903 0.3031 0.0699 -0.4506 0.0607 0.033 
2-3-10 4.2344 0.4219 -0.0280 -0.1389 0.3552 -0.2137 -0.0222 -0.0444 0.030 
2-3-11 4.1658 0.4368 -0.0171 -0.1851 0.3959 -0.2080 0.1021 -0.0555 0.031 
2-3-12 3.6434 0.3043 -0.2286 0.2275 0.4740 0.7147 -0.4076 0.1322 0.039 
2-3-13 4.1329 0.4208 -0.1330 0.2491 0.3181 -0.0805 0.0734 -0.0249 0.031 
Table 16. Estimation results of 3 parameters with Standard error. 
Note: * Not significant beyond the 5 per cent level. 
The conclusions from table 16 correspond rather well with the one from table 
15. When the bèta parameter in table 16, which represents the three way in-
teraction effects, is not significant beyond the 5 per cent level, the corre-
sponding likelihood ratio test from (57e) is not rejected. Now it is possible 
to compare the statistical test and estimation results from the variables. 
Consider we have the results, as represented in table 4 where profile elements 
2 (unemployment rate), 3 (wealth per capita), and 4 (index of cost of living). 
When variables 2 and 3 both are concordant, variable 4 is in 243 out of 505 
cases discordant. If variable 2 is discordant, variable 4 is also discor-
dant in 132 out of 194 cases. 
With the results from table 16 a more complete interpretation of the y terms 
can be given. The y terms corresponding to one-way effects can be interpret-
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ed as the difference in marginal frequencies. For example, y,(l) and 
y (2) reflect the difference of 505 to 194; p.d) and p„(2) of 412 to 
287 and y-O) and U3(2) of 240 to 459 in table 14. All second and 
third effects for variables 2,3, and 4 are significant different from zero. 
It will be concluded in that case that all possible pairs of two and three 
variables are associated with each other and these interaction effects are 
inlcuded in the log linear model. 
Conclusion 
This survey on log-linear analyses deals with data on either a metric or 
a non-metric scale. The logit and complementary log-log transformations 
are examples of many used data transformations. It has been proved that 
these transformations may give useful results when the underlying data 
agree with the corresponding probability density functions. 
When the observations are measured on a non-metric scale, i.e. either nom-
inal or ordinal, and be represented in a contingency table, the correspond-
ing log-linear models with their underlying statistical hypotheses may be 
useful tools for spatial analysis. 
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Annex A 
The likelihood ratio test -2 log Awith likelihood ratio 
L0 (P> 
x = _ y — , (AD 
LQ (P) 
is used for testing the following hypothesis: 
H_ : p. ., = p*.. V i,j ,k 
0 *ijk *ijk ' J' 
H, : p jt p* 
1 ijk ijk 
(A2) 
Under certain regularity conditions, -2 log A can be aprroximated asymptotic-
ally by a chi-squared distribution function. This will be proved below, and 
it makes use of Pearson's chi-squared distributed test-statistic (see also 
Kullback, 1959). 
* 2 
(n. .. - n. ., ) 
z 1 1 - ï i£ uJi_ 
i j k n*., 
ijk 
p*., in (A2) may be a chosen, estimated or computed probability of the 
IJK. 
occurrence of event (i,j,k). The likelihood ratio (=A), given in formula 
(Al), is defined by the restricted likelihood under the null-hypothesis divid-
ed by the maximum value of the likelihood, i.e., 
n. . 
n (p* ) 1 J k Np*., nijk 
ijk' / *ijk • 
A - n .:•- • 
" « ( — ) 
n (-1&.) i.J»kv ijk 
i3j»k 
Hence: 
. . , n. ... i,j,k ijk 
* 
* n. ., 
nT. ijk 
( „ 1 J k ) (A3) 
nT. 
- 2 log A = -2 X n. ., log (-^) 
. . . ijk ° n. .. i,J»k J ijk 
Suppose x.., = n. ... -n*., , the difference between the observed and 
ijk ijk ijk 
expected frequencies . Then follows immediately by substitution : 
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nr., 
JuÜL 2 log X = - 2 Z (x
 + n* ) log (-—^ ) = 
X > l > k n i j k + x i j k 
"
 2
 .
 E
 v
(xijk+nïjk> l o g 0 + ^ - ) 
i .3.k n*.k 
2) /x.
 M x. . 2 x. ., 3 \ 
i . j . k ^ « k V„, j k n t . k 3 „ | . k ' 
2 3 
z __ïjk _ 1 L ijk + . 
i , j , k ijk i . J .k ( n i j k ) 
The variable n.., has a multinominal distribution with mean 
ijk 
y... = N p* = n* ijk *ijk ijk 
and variance: 
G2. ., = N p* (1-p* ) - n* (1-p*..) i j k i j k i j k i j k i j k 
nT, - N p* - Gf.. / ( 1 - p * . ) = G... V 
Np*. 
iÜL 
ijk *ijk ijk *ijk ijk j _ * 
M.jk 
This means 
* 
x. ., n. . - y. ., 1-p.., 
!J k = _JjJS ijk ^ F i jk 
n*.. Gijk Np* 
ijk J * i j k 
The last term will be of order 0 (l/ \ /N) , and now 
x. (n. . - n . . ) 
-2 log A = I 1 ] k + 0 ( l / \ / N ) A* I ^ ^ k 
i . j . k n | . k i . j . k n*.k 
It has been proved now that for large values of N , the likelihood ratio test 
-2 log X has a chi-squared distribution function with (I-l) (J-1) (K-1) 
degrees of freedom . 
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Notes (Annex A) 
1) The maximum likelihood estimates of p.. is 
2) From the Taylor expansion follows, log (1+x) = x - ^x^ + ^ -xJ - |xH + ... 
This approximation will be better the smaller the values of x . 
ijk 
n. ., 
=
 xJ k 
N 
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Annex B 
Log-linear Analyses with a priori zeros. 
It has been assumed before that the probability of occurrence with either 
the logit or the complementary log-log transformation is larger than zero 
and smaller than one, i.e. : 
A = log(-
1-p -) with p € (0,1) (BI) 
A modified transformation is necessary when p = 0 or 1, because the 
logit transform is undefined in this case, and a frequently used one is : 
= log (• ï-v+T with p € [0,1] (B2) 
Cox (1970) gives a proof that with sample size N , the difference between 
X and X' is of smaller order than r? in probability. 
In the same way problems may arise with contingency table analysis in which 
cell elements are empty a priori. This will be called incomplete contingency 
tables with a 'structural zero' cell element. 
With these zero valued observed frequencies problems will arise with the 
chi-squared test statistics like the likelihood-ratio test statistic. In 
such cases one possibility is to add a ;small number e to each cell element. 
Usually e is chosen to be 0.5 . 
Another method is to add a value e which depends on the data and is deter-
mined by (see also Pannekoek, 1980) 
e = 
2 2 
NZ - .1. nf. 
i.J IJ 
2 2 
IJ .1. nf.- ÏT 
i»J ij 
where 
I J 
N .1. -I, n.. i=l j=l ij 
From formula (B3) follows that 
(B3) 
n.. is equal to 
ij 
j cell-elements are equal to 
e is equal to zero when some element 
N and all other cell elements are zero. Generally when 
N 
with the (IJ - j) other cell-elements 
equal to zero, e is equal to (j-1) 
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